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http://7thfire.biz/11152012.htm - LIVE STREAM in YOUR FACE!  
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski 

MOONday 11 12 2012 - Agape Amor 
Action - I would not leave a sCOOL 
to SUM old FOOL  

agapeamoraction 
http://www.7thfire.biz/agapeamoraction.htm  

-Agape is love which is of and from God, 
whose very nature is love itself.  

1 John 4:8: “God is love.” Everything 
God does flows from His love. But it is 

important to remember that God’s love is not a sappy, 
sentimental love such as we often hear portrayed. God loves because that is His nature 
and the expression of His being. He loves the unlovable and the unlovely (us!). God’s 
love is displayed most clearly at the Cross, where Christ died for the unworthy 
creatures who were “dead in trespasses and sins” (Ephesians 2:1), not because we did 
anything to deserve it, “but God commends His love toward us in that while we were yet 
sinners Christ died for us”  

http://www.gotquestions.org/agape-love.html , https://www.christiancourier.com/articles/78-the-challenge-
of-agape-love , http://www.thefreedictionary.com/agape , 
http://www.sjchurchofchrist.org/prev/agape.shtml , http://rightfromtheheart.org/devo/1567 , 
http://christianity.about.com/od/glossary/a/Agape.htm 
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AGAPE AMOR in ACTION http://8thfire.biz  

  

  

 

 

 

  

 
FRIAday 11 09 2012 RAINBOW  WARRIOR  inDIAN  CRYSTAL  INDIGO 
STARSEED SUNS MOONS STARS FAE FEATHER FAIRIES   

indigoindian - http://www.7thfire.biz/indigoindian.htm 

MANATAKA AMERICAN INDIAN COUNCIL-  
Dedicated to Magdala http://www.manataka.org/page235.html 

AMENTI as Harmonic Implosion Bubble for 
Genepools... The Only Way Home? 
http://www.goldenmean.info/amenti/index.html 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/RAINBOW WARRIOR inDIAN CRYSTAL INDIGO STARSEED SUNS 
MOONS STARS FAE FEATHER FAIRIES.doc /// pdf 

The 
Selling 
of 
Indian 
Culture 

Protection of Ceremonies O-mini-c'i-ya-pi - When the White Buffalo 
Calf Woman brought the Sacred Bundle, she instructed that only 
those with a pure mind and heart should touch the C'anupa. The 
ceremonies in question, in reference to all the Plains Tribes, were the I-ni-pi 
(Purification Ceremony), Wi-wanyang-wa-c'i-pi (Sundance Ceremony) and Han-ble-c'i-
ya (vision quest) Sacred Rites. http://www.newagefraud.org/olh3.html 
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http://www.scribd.com/doc/112643476/RAINBOW-WARRIOR-inDIAN-CRYSTAL-INDIGO-
STARSEED-SUNS-MOONS-STARS-FAE-FEATHER-FAIRIES 

RAINBOW WARRIORS UNITE in COVENANT COMMUNITIES  playlist 

   

  

EXPOSED: Satanism in the Industry (Music, Hollywood, Illuminati, 
NWO) 

  

 

Agapeamoraction - I would not leave a sCOOL to SUM old FOOL 

  

 

agape love - selfless love of one person for another without sexual implications (especially love 
that is spiritual in nature) 
 
 
http://jrgenius.ca/  
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Seanchai Seance And children filled with light shall lead the way.... 

53 minutes ago · Like 

•  

 

Agape Amor http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wivgDck1l88&feature=related 

 

If You're a Christian You BETTER WATCH THIS!!! PLAC EBO  

www.youtube.com 

If You're a Christian You BETTER WATCH THIS!!! PLACEBO By Howard 
Pittman 

13 minutes ago · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview 
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•  

 

Agape Amor INDEED....I would not leave a sCOOL to SUM old FOOL 

13 minutes ago · Like 

•  

 

Seanchai Seance Haha Lol 

9 minutes ago · Like 

go to 43 min 
 

If You're a Christian You BETTER WATCH THIS!!! PLAC EBO 

www.youtube.com 

If You're a Christian You BETTER WATCH THIS!!! PLACEBO By Howard Pittman 

 
Like ·  ·  Share 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski 43 min- your faith was dead, works were not acceptable and laboured in vain 

about a minute ago · Edited · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski WORKS for yourself, even if you testify, inorder that your conscience be soothed. Priorities 
are out of order. Unacceptable. 

a few seconds ago · Like 
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•  

 

Dana Horochowski SEEK YE FIRST the KINGDOM of GOD and all these righteous things will be added unto you. 

a few seconds ago · Like 

 

 

Agape is love which is of and from God, whose very nature is love itself. The Apostle 

John affirms this in 1 John 4:8: “God is love.” God does not merely love; He is love itself. 

Everything God does flows from His love. But it is important to remember that God’s 

love is not a sappy, sentimental love such as we often hear portrayed. God loves 

because that is His nature and the expression of His being. He loves the unlovable and 

the unlovely (us!), not because we deserve to be loved, but because it is His nature to 

do so, and He must be true to His nature and character. God’s love is displayed most 

clearly at the Cross, where Christ died for the unworthy creatures who were “dead in 

trespasses and sins” (Ephesians 2:1), not because we did anything to deserve it, “but 

God commends His love toward us in that while we were yet sinners Christ died for us” 

(Romans 5:8). The object of agape love never does anything to merit His love. We are 

the undeserving recipients upon whom He lavishes that love. His love was 

demonstrated when He sent His Son into the world to “seek and save that which was 

lost” (Luke 19:10), and to provide eternal life to those He sought and saved. He paid the 

ultimate sacrifice for those He loves. 

 

The Beauty of Agape* 

Unlike the previous two types of love, agape is not limited to being held 
hostage by its environment and someone's perception. The reason why agape 
can soar above these is because it is based upon the commitment of a decision. 
It entails the decision to proactively seek someone's well-being. Since it is not a 
knee jerk reaction nor just a responsive feeling to how I've been treated, agape 
is capable of acting in a hostile environment where there are no warm fuzzy 
feelings. For example, Jesus' teaching that we should agape our enemies is 
intended to show the boundless nature of the Christian commitment toward 
seeking another's well-being. Luke 6:35 

The New Testament is full of examples and teachings illustrating the nature of 
agape as well as teaching designed to train the disciple's heart to be shaped by 
agape. A few examples illustrating the active nature of agape include: 
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• Knowing that sinful man would kill His Son, but also knowing that without 
Jesus we were doomed, God loved (agape) us by sending his Son. John 3:16 

• Those who love (agape) Jesus will do what Jesus taught. John 14:15,23 

• If a person has material resources and the love (agape) of God within him, his 
heart will take care of his brother who is in need. 1 John 3:17 

• Just as Christ through love (agape) acted on behalf of the church, so too the 
Christian husband is to be motivated by love (agape) to act on behalf of his 
wife. Ephesians 5:25-29 

If it were not enough that the proactive nature of agape has the power to rise 
above its environment, it can also empower passion and friendship! For 
example, when a spouse chooses to speak and act toward the mate with agape, 
this creates the loving environment in which eros and philia can thrive! 
Although the proactive spouse might even perceive the other spouse as being 
unkind or rude, additional problems can be prevented by responding out of 
agape while the power of agape works at nurturing the growth of the other 
forms of love! 

Jesus taught his disciples that the world would know that they his people if they 
would show agape toward one another. John 13:35 

*For the sake of simplicity, both agape (noun) and agapeo (verb) are being 
referred to by agape. 

 

 

http://www.adishakti.org/miracle_photo/man-child.htm 
http://jrgenius.ca/ 
Value entered: 550  
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 
*THE NAEQ -- PROVES the VALIDITY of -- BIBLE TRUTH * "FEEL the BRILLIANCE))))))))))))OF the WHITE 
BRILLIANCE(((((((((((())))))))))))(((((((( 
(((()))))))))))))  
CHRYSANTHEMUM- THE FLOWER THAT SHATTERED - STONE *READ # 414 FOR INSIGHT!  
FEEL THE BRILLIANCE - OF THE - WHITE BRILLIANCE * CHRYSANTHEMUM, SHIMMERING!  
FOR THERE ARE MANY INVITED - BUT FEW ACCEPT *TRUE BONDAGE TO "SATANIC DECEPTION & POWER", 
LEADING TO DEMISE, DEATH & DISSOLUTION! John 14:6 2Cor 5:10 John 5:28,29 Rev 20:12 Mat 5:5 Daniel 2:44 
Malachi 4:1,2  
FOUNDATION OF TRUE VISION- UNVEILED ----- THE NAEQ *THE GEMATRIA FLOWER "CHRYSANTHEMUM", 
GROWSSSSSSSS! "UNVEILING", by Visionary Teacher "WHITE BRILLIANCE-THE CROW (CORVUS COR ONE 111) 
of Sacred MannA Ministeries!  
GO AHEAD -- CALCULATE - CALCULATE -- IT WILL ONLY - VALIDATE -- VALIDATE *  
THE ENEMY CAUSED - THE FALL - IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN * SAYTAN THE DRAGON, THE ORIGINAL SERPENT! 
Gen 3;1-15 Rev 12:7-9 20:1-15 Refer to # 660 for DEEP INSIGHTTT DEATH IS THE ENEMY! Refer to #60 #60 
#60 
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THELEMIC PHILOSOPHY - BREEDS - MENTAL BLINDNESS * THE NUMBER FIVE, ( 5) DOUBLED, with the "OUGHT" 
or "CIPHER", BEHIND IT! 550 550 550 550 550 550 550 THE "NEGATIVE POWER" OF NUMBER FIVE (5). "DEATH 
IS THE ENEMY", NOT THE BLESSING! Refer to #60 #60 for INSIGHTTTT 
 

 
 
Like ·  · Share 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski “The Christian Gnostics practiced a spirituality more similar to Eastern traditions than to the 
Western Christianity we know today. "Gnostic" is Greek for "knower" and it is "Gnosis" or "Knowledge" that they 
were seeking. Unlike the blind faith demanded by today's Churches, 'Gnosis' meant direct, mystical experience of 
the divine, which was to be found by individual spiritual evolution to Self-Realisation, and not within the confines 
of intellectual dogma. The experience of Gnosis was trans-rational and non-intellectual. 
 
From the Nag Hammadi Library, the Book of Thomas, Christ tells us "For whoever does not know self, does not 
know anything, but whoever knows self, already has acquired knowledge about the depth of the universe". 
Compare this with a tract from the Upanishads, the Indian metaphysical treatise on Self Realisation: "It is not by 
argument that the self is known... Distinguish the self from the body and mind. The self, the atman, the highest 
refuge of all, pervades the Universe and dwells in the hearts of all. Those who are instructed in the self and who 
practice constant meditation attain that changeless and self effulgent atman ( spirit/ self). Do Thou Likewise, for 
bliss eternal lies before you..." 

13 minutes ago · Like 
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•  

 

Dana Horochowski Just as Christ warned us against sin and encourages moral perfection in the pursuit of 
spiritual fulfilment, so too do the Eastern texts "No intellectual acumen can help one realise it, it can be realised 
only by those who surrender to it and who make themselves worthy by grace, by desisting from all that is sinful, 
who engage in the practice of perfection by constant meditation"( Upanishads). 

10 minutes ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski The Self Realised person lives in direct experience of reality -- this is called "Jnana" ( a 
traditional Sanskrit word meaning 'knowledge' or 'Gnosis'). Such a person is called a "Jnani" ('knower ' or 'gnostic' 
) or "dwijaha" ('twice born'; first from a human mother to the earthly plane then secondly as a child of the 
Goddess, or Divine Mother, who gives the seeker their second, spiritual birth, Self Realisation, into the plane of 
mystic awareness- gnosis! ). 

10 minutes ago · Like · 1 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski The traditional Indian texts extol the 'Divine Mother' as the Cosmic Matriarch, bestower of 
the highest treasure of Self Realisation upon Her deserving children. Many Indian mystic traditions say this same 
goddess is represented within the human being as the divine feminine power called Kundalini. 

9 minutes ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski In the Secret Book of John Christ explains that human redemption before the Heavenly 
Father occurs by the mediation of a Divine Feminine principle, which he calls the Earthly Mother. It is the Earthly 
Mother who removes the sins of the children that they can become worthy of their divine heritage; "when all sins 
and all uncleanesses are gone from your body, your blood shall become as pure as our Earthly Mother's blood and 
as pure as the river's foam sporting in the sunlight. And your breath shall become as pure as the breath of 
odorous flowers; your flesh as pure as the flesh of fresh fruits reddening upon the leaves of trees; the light of your 
eye as clear and bright as the brightness of the sun shining upon the blue sky. And now shall all the angels of the 
Earthly Mother serve you and your breath, your blood, your flesh shall be one with the breath, the blood and the 
flesh of the Earthly Mother, that your spirit also become one with the Spirit of your Heavenly Father. 
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8 minutes ago · Like 

•  

 

Agape Amor For truly no-one can reach the Heavenly Father unless through the Heavenly Mother. Even as the 
newborn babe cannot understand the teaching of his father until his mother has suckled him, bathed him, nursed 
him, put him to sleep and nurtured him". The Earthly Mother is a divine mediator through which the seekers, the 
Sons of Man, are raised to the Heavenly Father. 

6 minutes ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski "Honour your Earthly Mother and keep her laws that your days may be long on this earth 
and honour your Heavenly Father, that eternal life may be yours in the Heavens. 

5 minutes ago · Like 

•  

 

Agape Amor For the Heavenly Father is a hundred times greater than all the fathers by seed and by blood, and 
greater is the Earthly Mother than all mothers by the body". The Holy Trinity, then is God the Father, God the Son 
(ie. Christ) and, it seems, God the Mother. The Divine Mother particularly is the means and power of spiritual 
evolution. 

4 minutes ago · Like 

•  

 

Agape Amor The Secret Book of John relates Christ's description of the Divine Feminine as the power of God 
Almighty. "She is the first power. She preceded everything, and came forth from the Father's mind as forethought 
of all. Her light resembles the Father's li...See More 

3 minutes ago · Like 
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Dana Horochowski http://www.adishakti.org/miracle_photo/man-child.htm 

 
Woman And Man-Child.  
www.adishakti.org 
Many different theories about the identities of the Woman and Man-Child appear i...See 
More 
35 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor Similarly Christ venerated children and the innocence that they manifested. 
He even urged the apostles (and us) to cultivate our own childlike innocence " let the 
children come to me for the kingdom of heaven belongs to such as these" and "assuredly 
whoever does not receive the kingdom of god as a little child will by no means enter it" 
(Mark 10). Kartikeya is the same principle of innocence in dynamic action- the slayer of 
evil; as Christ did when he ejected the money lenders from the temple. 
20 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor So, Christ seems to be telling us that the kingdom of Heaven, which is a 
state of God-like perfection and child-like innocence is attained by some inner 
phenomenon. In the Gnostic Scriptures Christ spoke directly of this as an inner 
transformation, self realisation. He also told us that the Holy Ghost or Divine Mother is 
the power by which this is accomplished, but by what mechanism? 
20 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor Kundalini Yoga described by Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita ). They 
describe a force of pure (virgin) spirituality, which lies dormant within the human being. 
19 minutes ago · Like 
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•   
 
Agape Amor By constant purification and self perfection the seven vital energy centres 
(chakras) which govern all aspects of mind, body and soul, are prepared for the 
awakening of Kundalini. Once awakened by divine grace, the Kundalini passes through 
these centres, not unlike a string through beads, enlightening each as it passes through. 
Arriving at the seventh centre (Sahasrara) the seeker's awareness is united with the 
eternal-self-within 
18 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor The miracle of Whitsunday wherein the Apostles became empowered with 
their spirituality sounds similar to the experience of these chakras manifesting this same 
divine energy. 
17 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor Book of Hymns of the Dead Sea Scrolls: "I have reached the inner vision 
and through Thy Spirit in me I have heard Thy wondrous secret, through Thy mystic 
insight Thou hast caused a spring of knowledge to well up within me, a fountain of 
power, pouring forth living waters, a flood of love and of all embracing wisdom, like the 
splendour of eternal light". The "fountain of power", "spring of knowledge", "Living 
water", "flood of love", "eternal light" all directly describe the experience of Kundalini 
awakening! Consider this from the Nag Hammadi Library, the Apocryphal Gospel of 
Phillip "The Tree of Life is in the centre of Paradise, as is the oil tree from which the 
anointment Chrisma comes. 
16 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor Krishna, the divine being, c4000BC, also described the Kundalini as an 
inverted Tree of spirituality, whose roots lay in the brain. The 'Tree of Life' is a well 
recognised symbolic parallel of the Kundalini. So too is the Holy Grail, the cup from 
which Christ drank at the last supper its symbolic significance being that Christ's 
sustenance arose from a cup, that is, an object whose receptive qualities reflect the nature 
of the divine feminine -- yet another parallel of the Kundalini. 
15 minutes ago · Like · 1 

•   
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Agape Amor seek the divine experience which is beyond definition, do not settle for 
mundane human interpretations of the mystic's suprahuman experience. 
13 minutes ago · Like · 1 

•   
 
Agape Amor that self- realisation, the pure spiritual awakening, is attained by the 
righteous and itself gives greater righteousness. More so, self realisation is a process of 
genuine, inner spiritual transformation which must be experienced to be understood, 
since it lies beyond the domain of scriptural description or theological definition. Since it 
is gained by the grace of the Divine Mother( Holy Spirit) alone, it is most certainly not 
possible to organise or institutionalise this experience in human terms. 
12 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor Christ urges us to perceive and experience the cosmic order for ourselves 
and not to rely on so-called scriptural authorities -- such as the churches -- to prescribe it 
to us. 
11 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor Kundalini was the representation of the Goddess within each of us. Is the 
Holy Ghost the Kundalini? Was the Kundalini a central principle in early mystic 
Christianity? Such an assumption would help us reinterpret many parts of the mainstream 
bible, for example; In the Gospel of John, Christ explains to the Pharisee Nicodemus, " 
Verily I say unto thee, except a man be born of water and the spirit; he cannot enter the 
kingdom of God", 
10 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor this second birth far from being a licence for so many born again Christian 
fundamentalists is something much more mystical and subtle in nature. To be "born of 
the water and the spirit" describes the awakening of Kundalini. She is often described as 
a divine mother whose ascent within the spine of the seeker gives them rebirth into 
mystic/gnostic awareness, the 'divine water' is its nourishing energy 
10 minutes ago · Like 

•   
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Agape Amor Kundalini enters the Sahasrara and there unites the seeker's awareness with 
the self or spirit. This is described as a blissful, infinite experience of the kingdom of God 
within. Thus, Christ's 'born again' Christianity might actually refer to those Christians 
who have entered the realm of direct experience of divinity, in the state of self realisation. 
9 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor In the Gospel of Matthew, Christ says "Be Ye Perfect, even as Your Father 
which is in Heaven is perfect". (Ch.5, v. 48). This is a clear exhortation by Christ to strive 
and achieve spiritual perfection, just as the Buddha and other Eastern sages taught their 
disciples. Christ tells us about our innately divine nature "Ye are Gods" (Psalm 82, v.6; 
John 10, v.34). 
8 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor Furthermore "Behold the Kingdom of God is within you" (Luke 17, v.21), 
that is the experience of Heaven is an internal phenomenon. This implies that the inner 
state of the seeker is the source of their spiritual fulfilment. We could well say that 
Christ's idea of Heavenly Salvation was an internal state of Godlike perfection. 
8 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor When the seeker's awareness is completely united with the Eternal 
Spirit/Self/Atman the true self (not ego, mind, intellect, personality, body or memory) is 
experienced or realised. Since the spirit is no less than a reflection of God itself then in 
the state of complete Self Realisation the seeker experiences perfection" as our Father in 
Heaven is perfect" 
7 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor Revelations may also symbolically describe the chakras in St. John's 
spiritual vision;" I saw seven standing lamps of gold" (the chakras emitting the divine 
light?), John sees Christ as one of the seven lamps (you will see the significance of this 
later), Christ is holding the "seven stars" (demonstrating his command of the chakra 
system?) and speaks of the "seven churches" (the divine institution within each chakra?). 
In Genesis Jacob envisions a divine ladder directly connecting his earthly being with God 
in Heaven- this precisely describes the experience and purpose of the kundalini! 
6 minutes ago · Like 
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•   
 
Agape Amor Nazareen is an Aramaic word meaning "one who has bound himself to the 
service of God" or "one who is anointed." Compare this to the meaning of Yoga, "Union 
with God" and 'Yogi' – one who has union with god or to descriptions of the awakening 
of the Kundalini, "the mystical anointment". The Nazaria were a group of Gnostics 
contemporary to Christ. They taught a mystic spirituality similar to the Eastern ideas 
already described. It has been suggested by some authorities that this Gnostic word is 
ultimately derived from the Hindustani 'Nazar. 
4 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor This is a yogic term for the point between the eyebrows and above the nose 
(the 'third eye') where sages of old performed meditation. 'Nazaren' means to envision or 
behold. Then a more accurate meaning of "Jesus the Nazareen" would be "Jesus who has 
Yoga or Self Realisation" or "Jesus who meditates". Considering Christ's status as the" 
Son of God" perhaps a more appropriate meaning would be "Jesus who is the object of 
meditation". Was Christ himself the object of meditation as are many deities in Eastern 
cultures? Christ himself might well be the Nazaren. 
3 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor The Nazar physically corresponds to the location of the Agnya chakra, the 
sixth vital chakra through which the Kundalini must pass before She enters the Sahasrara. 
The Agnya manifests physically as the 'optic chiasm' whose shape itself is cruciform! Is 
the cosmic Christ represented within each of us in the Nazar, Agnya chakra, just as the 
cosmic Mother or Holy Ghost is represented within us as the Kundalini? 
2 minutes ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor The position of the Agnya chakra is such that it is the final centre to be 
crossed before the Kundalini finishes its journey to the Sahasrara ( the 'Kingdom of God 
Within'). Entry of the Kundalini into the Sahasrara gives the blissful experience of divine 
awareness. This literally explains Christ's words, "None can enter Heaven except through 
me". 
about a minute ago · Like 

•   
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Agape Amor Ponder also on Christ's instruction 'to be as little children' or "look at the 
birds of the air for they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns; yet your heavenly 
father feeds them....which of you by worrying can add one cubit to his stature?" Matthew 
6). 
a few seconds ago · Like 

•   
 
Agape Amor The innocence of mind which he describes is that same Zen awareness 
obtained in the state of meditation, when the Agnya chakra is pierced by the Kundalini 
giving rise to a heightened awareness of the present moment, all thoughts of past and 
future neutralised. Consider also that Christ himself told us, "When your two eyes 
become one, your body will be filled with light." This implies that when we go beyond 
the physical sight ( the two eyes) to the subtle experience or perception which occurs by 
opening of the third eye and thus entry of the awareness into the Sahasrara our body is 
filled with light, purity, grace etc. 
a few seconds ago · Like 

BLACK MADONNA 

 

The image of the Black Madonna, who is said to have miraculous powers, 

can be traced back through the ages to Africa, Asia and the Middle East in 

the form of Isis, Tara, Sara-Kali and other dark Goddesses. They 

represented th 

e fertile Earth as well as the great void. As Sara-Kali, she is worshipped by 

the gypsies and is said to have accompanied Mary Magdalen, two elderly 

Marys, Martha and Lazarus on a boat without oars or sails that landed at 

Les-Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer, France in 43 CE. The icon of Czestochowa 

(Poland) was brought from Jerusalem in 1384; it was slashed in the cheek 

by marauders in 1430 and is said to have bled. 
BLACK MADONNA 
 
The image of the Black Madonna, who is said to have miraculous powers, can be traced 
back through the ages to Africa, Asia and the Middle East in the form of Isis, Tara, Sara-
Kali and other dark Goddesses. They represented th 
e fertile Earth as well as the great void. As Sara-Kali, she is worshipped by the gypsies 
and is said to have accompanied Mary Magdalen, two elderly Marys, Martha and Lazarus 
on a boat without oars or sails that landed at Les-Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer, France in 43 
CE. The icon of Czestochowa (Poland) was brought from Jerusalem in 1384; it was 
slashed in the cheek by marauders in 1430 and is said to have bled. 
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Like ·  · Share 
 
 
 
Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo. 
10 hours ago 

Psalms 72-76 Words to pray over our re-elected President Obama 
Chapter 72 
David composed this psalm for Solomon, praying that he be granted the 
wisdom to provide justice for the poor. 
 
1. For Solomon. O God, impart Your justice to the king, 

 and Your righteousness to the son of the king. 2. May he judge Your 

people with righteousness, Your poor with justice. 3. May the mountains 

bear peace to the n 

ation, also the hills, in [reward for their] righteousness. 4. May he judge 

the nation's poor, save the children of the destitute, and crush the 

oppressor, 5. so that they will fear You as long as the sun [shines] and the 

moon endures, generation after generation. 6. May [his words] descend 

like rain upon cut grass, like raindrops that water the earth. 7. In his days 

may the righteous flourish, with much peace until the moon is no more. 8. 

And may he rule from sea to sea, and from the river until the ends of the 

earth. 9. May nobles kneel before him, and may his enemies lick the dust. 

10. The kings of Tarshish and the islands will return tribute, the kings of 

Sheba and Seba will offer gifts. 11. All kings will bow to him, all nations 

will serve him; 12. for he rescues the needy one who cries out, the poor 

one who has no one to help him. 13. He pities the impoverished and 

needy, and saves the souls of the destitute. 14. He redeems their soul 

from deception and violence, and their blood is precious in his eyes. 15. 

He revives [the poor], and gives him of the gold of Sheba; and so [the 

poor] pray for him always, and bless him all day. 16. May there be 

abundant grain in the land, upon the mountaintops; may its fruit rustle like 

the [cedars of] Lebanon, and may [people] blossom from the city like the 

grass of the earth. 17. May his name endure forever; may his name be 

magnified as long as the sun [shines]. And all nations will bless themselves 

by him, they will praise him. 18. Blessed is the Lord God, the God of Israel, 

Who alone performs wonders. 19. Blessed is His glorious Name forever, 

and may the whole earth be filled with His glory, Amen and Amen. 20. The 
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prayers of David, son of Jesse, are concluded1 

Chapter 73 

This psalm addresses the question of why the righteous suffer while the 

wicked prosper, and prays for an end to our long exile. Read, and you will 

find repose for your soul. 

 

1. A psalm by Asaph. Truly God is good to Israel, to the pure of heart. 2. 

But as for me, my feet nearly strayed; in an instant my steps would have 

been swept aside. 3. For I envied the revelers when I saw the tranquility 

of the wicked. 4. For there are no bonds1 to their death, and their health 

is sound. 5. They have no part in the toil of men, nor are they afflicted like 

other mortals; 6. therefore they wear pride as a necklace; their bodies are 

enwrapped in violence. 7. Their eyes bulge from fat; they surpassed the 

fantasies of their heart. 8. They consume [others], and talk wickedly of 

oppression-from on high do they speak. 9. They set their mouths against 

Heaven, while their tongues walk upon the earth. 10. Therefore His people 

return here,2 and suck the full [cup of bitter] waters. 11. And they say, 

"How can it be that God knows? Is there knowledge in the Most High?” 12. 

Behold these are the wicked, and they are ever tranquil, they have gained 

much wealth. 13. Surely in vain have I purified my heart, and washed my 

hands in cleanliness; 14. for I was afflicted all day, and my rebuke came 

each morning. 15. Were I to say, "I shall tell it like it is," behold I would 

turn the generation of Your children to rebels. 16. And when I pondered to 

understand this, it was unjust in my eyes; 17. until I came to the 

sanctuaries of God, and perceived their end. 18. Only on slippery places do 

You set them, You cast them into darkness. 19. How they have become 

desolate in an instant! They came to an end, they were consumed by 

terrors, 20. like a dream upon awakening. O my Lord, disgrace their image 

in the city. 21. When my heart was in ferment, and my mind was 

sharpened, 22. I was a boor and did not understand, like an animal was I 

with You. 23. Yet I was always with You; You held my right hand. 24. 

Guide me with Your counsel, and afterward, receive me with honor. 25. 

Whom do I have in heaven [besides You]? And when I am with You I 

desire nothing on earth. 26. My flesh and my heart yearn; God is the rock 

of my heart and my portion forever. 27. For behold, all those who are far 

from You perish, You cut down all who stray from You. 28. But as for me, 
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the nearness of God is my good; I have put my trust in my Lord, God, that 

I may recount all Your works. 

Chapter 74 

The psalmist mourns and weeps over all the synagogues and study halls 

that have been burned: the Philistines destroyed the Tabernacle of Shiloh; 

Nebuchadnezzar destroyed the first Temple. We have been in exile for so 

long, without seeing any signs of redemption! When will the redemption 

come? Read, and you will find lamentation and consolation. 

 

1. A maskil1 by Asaph. Why, O God, have You abandoned us forever, does 

Your wrath fume against the sheep of Your pasture? 2. Remember Your 

congregation which You acquired long ago, the tribe of Your inheritance 

whom You redeemed [and brought to] Mount Zion, where You rested Your 

Presence. 3. Lift Your steps to inflict eternal ruin, because of all the evil 

done by the enemy in the Sanctuary. 4. Your foes roared in the midst of 

Your meeting place; they considered their omens to be [genuine] signs. 5. 

The axes in the thicket of trees2 were reckoned as bringing [an offering] 

to the Above. 6. And now, all her ornaments together are smashed by 

hammer and hatchet. 7. They set Your Sanctuary on fire; they desecrated 

the Abode of Your Name to the ground. 8. Their rulers thought together in 

their hearts; they burned all the meeting places of God in the land. 9. We 

have not seen our signs; there is no longer a prophet, and there is none 

among us who knows how long. 10. How long, O God, will the adversary 

disgrace, will the enemy blaspheme Your Name forever! 11. Why do You 

withdraw Your hand, even Your right hand? Cast it out from within Your 

bosom! 12. For God is my King from long ago, working salvations in the 

midst of the earth. 13. In Your might, You divided the sea; You shattered 

the heads of the sea-monsters on the waters. 14. You crushed the heads 

of the Leviathan,3 leaving him as food for the nation [wandering in] the 

wilderness. 15. You split [the rock, bringing forth] fountain and brook; You 

dried up mighty streams. 16. Yours is the day, the night is also Yours; You 

established the moon and the sun. 17. You set all the boundaries of the 

earth; summer and winter-You created them. 18. Remember this, how the 

enemy reviled the Lord, and the vile nation blasphemed Your Name. 19. 

Do not give the soul of Your turtledove to the wild beast; do not forget the 

life of Your poor forever. 20. Look to the covenant, for the dark places of 
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the earth are filled with dens of violence. 21. Do not turn back the 

oppressed in disgrace; [then] the poor and needy will praise Your Name. 

22. Arise, O God, champion Your cause; remember Your insults from the 

perverse all day long. 23. Forget not the voice of Your adversaries; the 

tumult of Your opponents ascends always. 

Chapter 75 

How great is Israel! During their holidays they do not engage in frivolity, 

but in song and praise, and the study of the holiday's laws. Also, when 

they proclaimed (at the giving of the Torah), "We will do and we will 

hear!" they allowed the world to remain in existence. This psalm also 

admonishes those who indulge in worldly pleasures and attribute their 

prosperity to their own efforts. 

 

1. For the Conductor, a plea not to be destroyed. A psalm by Asaph, a 

song. 2. We gave thanks to You, O God, we gave thanks; and Your Name 

was near [when] they1 told of Your wonders. 3. When I choose the 

appointed time, I will judge with fairness. 4. When the earth and all its 

inhabitants were melting, I established its pillars forever. 5. I said to the 

perverse, "Do not pervert [Israel]," and to the wicked, "Do not raise your 

pride.” 6. Do not raise your pride heavenward, nor speak with an arrogant 

neck 7. For not from the east or the west, nor from the desert does 

greatness come. 8. For God is Judge; He humbles one, and elevates the 

other. 9. For there is a cup [of punishment] in the hand of the Lord, with 

strong wine of full mixture; He pours from this, and all the wicked of the 

earth will drink, draining even its dregs. 10. But as for me, I will tell of it 

forever; I will sing to the God of Jacob. 11. I will cut off all glory of the 

wicked, but the glory of the righteous will be raised up. 

Chapter 76 

This psalm contains the prophecy of when the vast army of Sennacherib 

was seized with a deep slumber that rendered the hands of the soldiers 

powerless to raise their weapons; thus did they all fall in battle. 

 

1. For the Conductor, with instrumental music, a psalm by Asaph, a song. 

2. God is known in Judah, His Name is great in Israel. 3. His Tabernacle 

was in Shalem,1 and His dwelling place in Zion. 4. There He broke the 

flying arrows of the bow, the shield, the sword and battle-forever. 5. You 
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are illumination, mightier than the mountains of prey. 6. The stout-hearted 

were without sense, they slept their sleep, and all the warriors were 

unable to find their strength. 7. At Your rebuke, O God of Jacob, chariot 

and horse were stunned. 8. You, awesome are You! Who can stand before 

You once You are enraged. 9. From heaven You let the verdict be heard; 

the earth feared and was still, 10. when God rose to pass judgement, to 

save all the humble of the earth forever. 11. The anger of man will cause 

us to thank You;2 You will restrain the residue of wrath. 12. Make vows to 

the Lord your God and fulfill them; all who surround Him will bring tribute 

to the Awesome One. 13. He cuts down the spirit of nobles; He is 

awesome to the kings of the earth. 
 
 

Like ·  · Share 

•  

 

Mark Anthony God is good to Israel??? Whatever that saying sounds like Godd is good 
to the astrological HOuse of the rIsIng sUn of mAn sitting on top of MoUnt 
SinaI!!!http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufG0mBEd7K8 

 

Egyptian Christianity (1) The Religion of Upper Egypt 

www.youtube.com 

The early origins of Christianity and the Egyptian Mystery Religion...http://ww 

w.sacred-texts.com/egy/emec/index.htm 
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 the Romans borrowed a name for their go... 

15 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

How to create the Divine Marriage 
 
This divine alchemy is created by the joining of the male initiate’s Ka body and the female initiate’s Ka body.As the 
couple make love, the Ka bodies interconnect, and this causes the female to open what’s 
 known as her Magnetic Floor. But all this comes after the techniques have accomplished the necessary alchemic 
state. And this is achieved by raising what’s known as the djed, which is energy coiled at the base of the spine. 
 
The fundamental alchemical task in relation to the djed is to accumulate enough energy so that it can be sent up 
through the pathway of the chakras and into the head centres.There are two forms that this energy takes and 
thus they are visualised as two serpents, one black and one gold. 
 
The gold serpent of the djed ascends up the spinal column, which begins at the base of the spine and goes up into 
the cranium. The black serpent djed follows the secondary pathway, which extends from the perineum to the 
crown. 
 
In this way, the two serpents create what’s called the Central Column or Central Pillar. 
As they raise higher, they cross at and magnetically energise each chakra, one after the other, thus forming an 
interweaving spiral pattern. This spiralling and interweaving of the black and gold serpent at the chakras continues 
all the way up the body.Eventually the black and gold serpents reach the crown and the hypothalamus, which is 
visualised as a chalice. The black serpent rests its head on the left hand side of the rim of the chalice, and the gold 
serpent rests its head on the right hand side.Ambrosia of the gods 
At the same time, a ball of fire in the solar plexus begin to raise up through the body. As the light and heat move 
upward, it passes through the centre of the Chalice between the two serpents and up to the crown of the head. 
 
From here, a remarkable phenomena occurs which is the true meaning of all the red and white imagery seen in 
sacred art, or the blood and water of the crucifixion, and it is the true Holy Grael. 
 
From the left side of the Chalice, an energy descends that is liquid in nature. This is the called the Red Serpentine 
Drops. From the right, the White Serpentine drops descend. 
 
From here, if the woman opens her Magnetic Floor, the couple experience an sweet ecstasy otherwise 
unachievable by any other means on this Earth. This is because all their magnetic fields are activated and the 
ecstasy feeds the Ka body. It is the sweet honey nourishment for the Ka body. 
 
This sweetness can sometimes be tasted at the back of the throat. It was known as ‘amrit’ to the Vedics and the 
Egyptians called it the Spring Waters. The Greeks called it the ‘ambrosia of the gods’. The Hebrews called it the 
Land of Milk and Honey. Sometimes, when you are tasting the Spring Waters, you can see light in your head. If 
you focus on this light, it leads to even more ecstasy. 
 
As soon as you taste this sweetness, and experience this ectasy, it’s important to shift your awareness to your Ka 
body. Remember the saying: “Energy flows where attention goes.” By shifting your awareness or attention to your 
Ka body, the honeyed and dripping nectar of the ecstasy/food can flow into the Ka body. 
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Like ·  · Share 
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Mattyy Fas-anator and Mark Anthony like this. 

•  

 

Mark Anthony This union reminds me of an electromagnetic seduction coil! 
xox http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1S-lXtIhQ0 

 

5K10.20 - Induction Coil with Magnet 
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www.youtube.com 

Faradays induction law is clearly demonstrated here. The magnetic field lines em 

anating from the end of the bar magnet are fringed. As the magnet is moved to... 

16 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

 

this CHANNEL is WILDLY ENLIGHTENING 

 
The New World Order Revolution Has Begun! (Explicit) TubeTruthers.com! 
www.youtube.com 
Rise of the 99% Part 1 http://youtu.be/cXkiAc_asH8 http://www.facebook.com/akyastv 
http://www.twitter.com/akyaseasu http://www.youtube.com/akyaseasu http://w... 
 
1Like ·  · Share 

•  

Jim Sharen likes this. 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Heepu2AzUk&feature=channel&list=UL 

 

The Biggest Secret In America Part 4 TubeTruthers.com! 

www.youtube.com 

Rise of the 99% Part 1http://youtu.be/cXkiAc_asH8 

Yesterday at 1:43am · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p96N0rQnNUM&feature=channel&list=UL 

 

The Biggest Secret In America Part 7 TubeTruthers.com! 

www.youtube.com 

TubeTruthers.comhttp://www.tubetruthers.com/Broadcast Your Truth! 

Yesterday at 1:46am · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ybsqoxCxbM&feature=channel&list=UL 

 

The Biggest Secret In America Part 8 TubeTruthers.com! 

www.youtube.com 
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TubeTruthers.comhttp://www.tubetruthers.com/Broadcast Your Truth! 

Yesterday at 1:47am · Like · Remove Preview 

 
 

 
Dana Horochowski shared SUPPORT THE PRIESTS AND THE CATHOLIC 
CHURCH's photo. 

Yesterday 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solomon 
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Traci Seibly Calvert, Lydia Puspoky and 2 others like this. 
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Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

Its been a hard hitting daze knight mare for meow working like a dog on heat here 
honey! :)) 

Yesterday at 1:46am · Like 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

We can jolly well carry on lalaughing at cold blooded lizards burning up around HIgh 
nOOn HoneY! 

Yesterday at 1:49am · Like 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

I knead two call it A thorny horny knight knight nowl meow love? Meegwetch for all the 
liberating love and soul fire light yew have sow soul fully shared with such captivating 
copulatingling <3 felt creation cupid? :) xoxox I X I 

Yesterday at 1:54am · Like 
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Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

Religion is for headless humbugs!!!http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AEpjv0HaBnU 
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TORAH OF MASHIACH PT13: THE LAW OF MASHIACH 

www.youtube.com 

The waters of life the creamy cloud that enwraps around one in its ecstasy is ea 

ten when 'I AM' the holy name of the Sole God is evoked the moment seven orbs... 

15 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 
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Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

wHEN is the MESS-I-AH HA cUming hOMe two rOOst¿♥? ER!!! Just as sOOn as the 

phony fee bull preachers and brIte mOrnIng star seekers start believing in the worD, I 
gUeSS!!!http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnD-72fdolY 

 

WHEN THE MESSIAH IS COMING? 

www.youtube.com 
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Discussions About the Gemarah part 1 When the Moshiach will come? Who will be th 

e Messiah? Rabbi Yehuda Eliezri, Rabbi Pinchas Frankel and Talmid Eliyahu BaY... 

15 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

 

 
Dana Horochowski added 80 photos to the albumEXOpoliTICS crashed my 
servers. 

Yesterday 

 
  
 

 
 
Unlike ·  · Unfollow Post · Share · Tag Friends 

• You, Ardeliza Lim, Seanchai Seance and 2 others like this. 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski KAVASSILAS has been trying to push this SHIT since 2003 

May 31, 2011 at 2:10am · Like · 1 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Eisenhower worked with KROLL an invading TALL WHITE who 
harvests human MEAT for their GALACTIC TRADE FEDERATION 

May 31, 2011 at 2:11am · Like 
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•  

 

Batia Gottman You're a BULLSHITTER who sucks your own PUS through a straw 

May 31, 2011 at 2:16pm · Like 

•  

 

Laura Magdalene Eisenhower You are the most deranged woman who has zero clue... 
The vibe you give off is so ugly and creepy I can't even believe people listen to you. 
Danu would be ashamed and the Dagda... Brigit thinks your insane and you are doing 
the antithesis of the work you should be doing for this tribe. 

May 31, 2011 at 3:27pm · Like · 3 

•  

 

Laura Magdalene Eisenhower Your servers crashed because you are a lie and it is divine 
intervention. 

May 31, 2011 at 3:29pm · Like · 1 

•  

 

Dany Pellerin · Friends with Kelly Ebsary and 1 other 

lol!! I LOVE this idea of Divine intervention.. 

May 31, 2011 at 3:55pm · Like · 1 
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•  

 

Selby Anderson By their fruits shall you know them. Man, Dana, easy on the turd 
nuggets! 

May 31, 2011 at 4:32pm · Like 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

Is this what you call shitting nuggets for a living peeps! Oh that sell bye date rape stinks 
like a bad son who dumped a lump in his pants! Like you have something worth 
dropping! Tie snake clips around your ankles and run a marathon on laxatives, spineless 
snails and lizzards. 

May 31, 2011 at 8:03pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski RESTORE MY SERVERS you STUPID DRAGONIAN INVADERS - 
HUMAN MEAT HARVESTERshttp://www.scribd.com/jrgenius/shelf 

June 1, 2011 at 1:35am · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowskihttp://truthseeker444.blogspot.co.uk/2012/02/how-government-
counter-intelligence.html 
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Sandra Barr: How government counter intelligence operates on social 

networking sites and forums. 

truthseeker444.blogspot.com 

Wow, this reads like a journal of my life since the Occupy movement began! Thank...See 

More 

October 21 at 1:30pm · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowski Psych-ops 
Psychological operations, the label is quite self explanatory, this is the techniques they 
employ to “head f**k” their victim, and also confuse other genuine group members. I 
will list various techniques that I have both been victim to and observed on social 
networking sites, mainly Facebook. 
 
1. Character Assassination: 
They identify who is potentially the biggest threat, they then set about getting that 
person removed from the campaign, they have various means of doing this, and most 
entail discrediting that person in one way or another. Whispering is their most common 
method, ie, private messaging other members of the group, and telling lies about their 
victim. They then pick off the members of the group one at a time, until the only players 
left in the game are the other government shills.  
When they have pinpointed who they deem to be the biggest threat to their agenda, 
they set about the most despicable character assassination. If you comment on forums, 
they will twist things you say, they will at all times be working towards having other 
group members think they are good and moral, and you are bad and immoral. They will 
take totally innocuous things which you have said, and try and twist them so as you 
appear hypocritical, a liar, insensitive…..it goes on and on! They will stoop as low as 
they see fit, they may even befriend your bitter Ex partners to get as much dirt on you 
as possible. Believe me, so called members of the Hollie Greig campaign done this to 
me, and then jubilantly reported their findings all over Facebook! 

October 21 at 1:31pm · Like 
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Dana Horochowski 2. Whispering 
The whispering can be telling other campaigners that their chosen victim has been 
either ridiculing them, or doing/saying something that could be damaging to the 
campaign. To ensure that the person they are messaging does not go straight to you 
and report the correspondence, they may suggest that you are a dangerous or very 
vindictive person, and that they are afraid of you. Having personally been the victim of 
their whispering campaigns, I can tell you from first hand experience, that it is very 
difficult to defend yourself from the unknown, people just distance themselves from you, 
and you are in the dark, and have no clue why. 
 
3. Dummy Friend:  
One of their number will befriend you, confide their secrets, and embark on a bonding 
process, this is one of their most deadly weapons, it is designed so that you will then 
confide things to them, and they can then form a “psychological profile chart” on you, 
they then use this against you, as they will know your weak spots. Your new “Dummy 
Friend”, will try at all costs to establish a bond with you and gain your trust. They will 
gently try and influence your opinions, often telling you lies, and trying to distance you 
from other genuine campaigners. 
 
I will give you one example of this related to the Hollie campaign. My Dummy Friend 
messaged me and told me someone who I had blocked was ridiculing me on his wall. 
They knew I had the person blocked and so could not see their wall, she then told me 
that Belinda McKenzie had came in under his comment and made derogatory comments 
about me. I immediately switched to my second profile to check his wall. Belinda had 
made no comments under his comments. I later asked Belinda had she ever made a 
comment, and she pointed out what I already knew, she is not FB savvy, and rarely 
even visits FB, never mind get involved in petty tittle-tattle. 
 
This is an excellent link which explains NLP, and a term called "ANCHORING", when they 
have developed their psychological profile of you, they then use anchoring to push your 
buttons and get you to comply to their will.  
 
Your new Dummy Friend will invent dramas, claiming someone has been very nasty to 
them, the someone could be a genuine campaigner, or one of the psych-ops team. The 
invented drama will be reported in such a way as to warrant a reaction of some sort 
from you, this could result in them dragging you into a public slagging match, or you 
contacting the “nasty person” with accusations. Either way, you come out of it looking 
bad, while dummy friend smells of roses.  
 
Dummy friend may pretend to have an illness or disability of some sort to make you feel 
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protective of them. Dummy friend can be very clever, and will play you like a fiddle! 
Dummy friend will present you with evidence about other genuine campaigners, which 
will suggest that they are in fact an infiltrator, and cannot be trusted. When you have 
been presented with this fabricated evidence, if you react in any way, and make any 
kind of comment about the person, that comment will then be passed onto them. Be 
aware, Dummy Friend will at all times be passing all your messages onto the other 
members of the psych-ops team. It will also be Dummy Friends job to plant the seeds of 
paranoia, always passing on tittle-tattle about this one or the other one gossiping about 
you. When you eventually cop on that dummy friend has betrayed you, this is when 
dummy friend becomes their most lethal, they know they have been exposed and they 
will then publicly use all the information they have on you in public forums, at this stage 
they can say what they want as they know you don’t trust them any more, so they don’t 
need to worry about protecting that bond. Dummy friend at this stage to protect their 
identity amongst the rest of the group, will make out you are paranoid, crazy, a nut job 
if you try and reveal to the rest of the group what they have been up to. Dummy friend 
is by far the most lethal member of the psych-ops team. 

October 21 at 1:31pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski 4.Rows rows rows!  
They also instigate rows within the group, two agents will be in charge of the two 
warring factions, innocent members of the group take sides, and get drawn into their 
manufactured saga. They will publicly attack the people they see as their biggest threat. 
They will malign and discredit them in the most despicable manner. They just love 
fighting, and at all times will be planting seeds all over the place to start rows. The most 
effective way to damage a campaign is to have continuous in fighting. Dummy friend 
will play a big part in this, because if they have said something slanderous about you 
somewhere, and you did not see it, dummy friend will see it and pass it onto you. Even 
when you know their tactics, and you know that they are just trying to drag you into a 
public slagging match, it is very difficult not to react, and to just let the posse slander 
you on forums/groups/pages etc. In the manufacture of these rows, they will either just 
straight out lie about you, or take things you have said, and report them totally out of 
context 
The whole thing ends in chaos “divide and conquer” the oldest trick in the book! 
The constant rows often mean that genuine campaigners leave, either after being 
attacked, or because the constant fighting is wearing them out. Then the whole 
campaign either falls apart, or their order becomes the order of the group. If they are in 
control of the group, they will steer the group in a direction which will hinder not 
enhance the overall campaign..  
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5. Time wasting: The psycho –ops team will at all times be devising ways to waste your 
time. Time wasted is time not spent on the campaign. An example of this would be to 
publicly accuse you of some kind of wrong doing, it is human nature that when wrongly 
accused you will want to clear your name. Clearing your name may entail trawling 
through emails and messages from two years ago to back up your innocence in the 
slanderous claims. Another method they use is to get “dummy friend” to send you links 
which they say is evidence of wrong doing of another team member, trawling through 
these links will take up an inordinate amount of your time and energy. Dummy Friend is 
the most dangerous member of the psycho-ops team, and will at all times be working 
behind your back to destroy you. Dummy friend will also send you links to obscure 
forums all over the net, where the other psycho-ops team will be ridiculing and 
slandering you, remember, this is a full time paid job for these people, so don’t be 
surprised at the vast amount of time they use setting these stings up..  
 
6. Multi-characters:  
One of the psycho-ops team, may in fact be 4 members of the group, they will often 
have numerous identities, and often even start rows with themselves to try and drag 
other group members into taking sides and getting involved in the manufactured drama. 
Divide and conquer.. 

October 21 at 1:31pm · Like 
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Dana Horochowski 7. Victimisation:  
While you are their victim, and they are at all times working towards discrediting you 
and victimising you, they will make attempts to make others think it is in fact the other 
way round. There are many ways they can do this, but I will give you the most recent 
example that I have encountered, on my Support for Hollie Greig and Robert Green 
group, a member came in and was insinuating that I was being a hypocrite, and that I 
had posted something which was not factual. I recognised his tactics at once; he was 
planting seeds to have other group members think I was a dishonest person. Normally 
when they start this they will have maybe two or three other psyco-ops team members 
come in and back up what they are saying, however on my group their team members 
are rooted out pretty quick and blocked. When it then becomes very obvious what they 
are up to, and you block them, they will spend the next two days going to other forums 
all over the place to discredit you further for blocking them, they will accuse you of 
being egotistical, a liar, untrustworthy etc etc etc. All the time making out that you have 
been victimising them! Should you attempt to defend your actions on these forums, you 
will then be pounced on by the other psycho-ops team, and a full scale slagging match 
ensues. I now ignore all such attempts to embroil me in their dramas. 
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8. Exposure:  
This is their greatest fear, and when exposed they will join forces and attack like the 
nest of vipers that they are, when there has been full exposure, it means that they have 
to create new identities and go through the entire process again of gaining trust and 
influence in the group, they have done this in the past, but they prefer to avoid this, and 
retain the positions they already hold. They will go to great lengths to have people think 
that they are the victims, and the person doing the exposing is in fact the infiltrator. 
They will point out the great amount of time that they have devoted to the campaign, 
which is often more than the genuine campaigners, as they are full time employees so 
to speak, and getting paid for all they do! On the face of it they may appear to have 
been great supporters, but when you scratch the surface just a little and examine what 
they have been doing in the shadows, and not the light, a very different picture emerges 
of their actual contribution. 
 
Make no mistake, these people are often masters at what they do, they have been 
trained in mind manipulation, and know every trick in the book, as to how to influence 
group actions and behaviour. It is their ultimate goal to head f**k the entire group, 
genuine supporters when faced with this level of Machiavellian tactics give up and leave 
the campaign. Others continue to support, but from the side lines, and do not get 
involved in the group activities, and I really don’t blame them! 
I have penned this blog, firstly to outline my own position at not defending myself from 
their attacks, as I realised long ago that interactions with them are futile, and only serve 
to damage the campaign with in fighting, secondly to let other supports be aware of the 
tactics they use, awareness will save you a great deal of time and annoyance. 
 
As far as Hollie’s campaign goes they have tried their best, and I am still here. 
When Hollie and Robert’s plight first hit Facebook, a group of 27,000 was formed; the 
above tactics were used to totally disintegrate the group.  
 
The diehards like myself remain standing, despite the fact that I was singled us out for 
the most despicable character assassinations. In recent months Belinda McKenzie and 
Carl Simms have also came under increasing fire from these shills. 

October 21 at 1:32pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Enjoy your microchip HAHAHA 

October 21 at 1:32pm · Like 
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Dana Horochowski Mark Anthony = 122  
A NEW HEAVEN* *AND A NEW EARTH! Isa 65:17. 2Peter 3:13  
ABACK ALL GHOULISH *READ #44 #201 for INSIGHTTT  
BIRDS FOOT * AS IN THE MYSTI CAL CROWS FEET! (CAPTIVATING).  
 
Chaosphere Key to unlocking the tree of the Naeq  
CHOSE LIFE* *GO STRAIGHT-----------------.>>>>>>>>  
 
CLAIRVOYANT* *THE ABILITY to PERCEIVE MATTERS BEYOND The RANGE of 
ORDINARY PERCEPTION! CLAIR AUDIENCE is SIMILAR: The ALLEGED POWER or 
FACULTY of MENTALITY to HEAR SOUND THAT IS INAUDIBLE! NOT as IN HEARING 
VOICES LIKE THAT of a CERTAIN MENTAL DISORDER!  
Cognitio Latin - Getting To Know, Study, Knowledge, Acquaintance; Recognition; Legal 
Inquiry, Investigation  
Compassion  
COMPASSION* *  
 
Edgar Cayce Edgar Cayce - CLAIRVOYANT  
 
ENGLISH KABALAH^ * MESSAGE: "GO STRAIGHT" and GET THE EIGHT! (8) REFER TO 
# 8 for INSIGHTTT  
 
GO STRAIGHT *CHOSE LIFE! Psalm 91:1-16 John 17:3,4 14:6  
 
HAIL - IHVH - ALHIM * READ # 769 FOR INSIGHTTTT  
 
HEARAFTER* *NEFER BEAD A SYMBOL OF!  
 
HIGHER UP**** *"GO STRAIGHT", "CHOSE LIFE", SEEK YAHWEH (FATHER-MOTHER) 
ALMIGHTY GOD & HIS CHRIST!  
homicide unlawful premeditated killing of a human being  
I --- THE ONE * "THE BIG I, YAHWEH ALMIGHTY CREATO"! (THE EYE).  
I wonder what ! Not MUCH, NOT ENOUGH BRAIN CELLS.  
influenza an acute febrile highly contagious viral disease  
INTER - T * CODE, by THE MYSTI CAL CROW!  
INTER - T *  
 
KHU is LIGHT *Refer to #30 "KHU" #34 "KHAB" #225 #250 #203 #393 #416 #832 for 
INSIGHTTT  
l  
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NEW YEARS DAY *MAKE IT A "NEW BEGINNING"!  
 
SHULAMITE SONG OF SOLOMON - 6:13  
 
SUDDENLY HIS *  
 
SWIFTNESS^ * "THE SECOND COMING OF JESUS THE CHRIST"! HE COMES "SWIFTLY, 
SUDDENLY"! 1Thess 5:2 Rev 16:15 Luke 17:26-38 "ONE WILL LIVE , ONE WILL DIE"! 
2THESS 1:6-9 Mat 10:32,33 (AT A TIME YOU THINK IT NOT TO BE). GET PREPARED! 
Refer to # 60 #60 #60 for MORE INSIGHGTTT  
Tainted All  
TAKE THIS *************>>>>>>>>>>>O * "ABACK ALL GHOULISH"!  
 
THE Z ------- R I P *  
the blues mild depression; feeling down  
The Den God  
THE MAGIC * NOTE THE SPELLING! "MAGIC" # 69 "MAGICK" 78 and "MAGIK" # 65 SEE 
ALSO: "BLACK MAGIC" # 114 , "BLACK MAGICK" 123 and "BLACK MAGIK" # 110 #110 
#110  
 
TRUE LOVE THAT WHICH IS MANIFEST OF HEAVEN ^ THE UNIVERSAL SOLVENT ^ 
THE KEY OF IT ALL ^ 118 ^ SUNWISE UPRIGHT  
TRUE LOVE* *YAHWEH ALMIGHTY, GOD! FOR GOD LOVED the WORLD ( OF MANKIND) 
SO MUCH THAT HE GAVE HIS "ONLY BEGOTTEN" SON as a RANSOM SACRIFICE to BUY 
YOU BACK from SIN & DEATH!  
truelove  
vitality the property of being able to survive and grow; a healthy capacity for vigorous 
activity  
WE ARE WISE *THE "ALL CAPS GUY"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 111  
 
YAHWEH-NISSI *MEANING: "YAHWEH IS OUR BANNER"!  
YAHWEHS MAGIK**** *#122 #122 #122  
yod hea vou hea the evil known as boris jakim must end  
YOD+HEH+VAU+HEH CORRECT SPELLING!  
you idiot to the ALL CAPS!!! guy  
ZION SHALL - RULE 8 YOD+HEH+VAU+HEH. TETRAGRAMMATON FOR YAHWEH! 

October 21 at 1:34pm · Like · 1 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 
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What a whacky round up of satanically soiled shillings and shape shifters winding up the 
colied snakes ladder of phony light bearers! 

October 27 at 8:58pm · Unlike · 2 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski i agree 

October 27 at 9:08pm · Like · 2 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski LAURA EISENHOWER 11:11 DRACO VAMPIRE UFO VRILL ZOMBIE 
RAPTURE satanic portat fake SOUL SCALPING WORLD PUNJA POSSESSION of the HIVE 
MIND from the ABYSS and MARS - Nov 11, 2012. $40 Beasts for one Sol scalped, $75 
for TWO demonic possessions 
http://7thfire.biz/VAMPIREDRACORAPTURE.htm 

 

LAURA EISENHOWER 11:11 DRACO VAMPIRE UFO VRILL ZOMBIE RAPTURE 

satanic portat fake SOUL SCALPING WORL 

 7thfire.biz 

pdfdocNov 7152130October 7152131SEPTEMBER 7152130.COOP TRADE 
BARTERusuryfreeus...See More 

November 7 at 11:53am · Like · Remove Preview 

•  
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Mattyy Fas-anator Thats what the pope does with his little gold cup im sure! 

November 7 at 1:41pm via mobile · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Sherry Shriner SHILL WHITE TRASH says there is only LILITH, not 
EVE. That is a FREE MASON DEMIURGE BE LIE f 

November 8 at 10:03am · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Julius Caesar proclaimed himself GOD and then BURNED the 
enlightened CHRISTED beings who did not fear DEATH or the DEVIL. Wouldn't fall for 
the NWO then, and NOT NOW EITHER 

November 8 at 10:04am · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski TUATHA de DANAAN - Children of TIAMAT MOTHER BLUE 
DRAGON DANU 

November 8 at 10:05am · Edited · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Red Dragon is the DEMIURGE 

November 8 at 10:05am · Like 
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Dana Horochowski True YEWS JEWS YEW TREE of LIFERS are waiting for the union 
of SOL + LUNA. 

November 8 at 10:07am · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski The family of the SUN/ MOON and STARS. or Central Sun, Milky 
Way and all the angels and saints 

November 8 at 10:07am · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski The planets in this solar system are the gods that affect your body 
/temple / church each day 

November 8 at 10:08am · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Your SOL is housed inside your MAATer/ temple. 

November 8 at 10:09am · Like 

•  
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Dana Horochowski You are of the MOTHER ( TERRA) and all seeds need the SOL SUN 
to be aLIVE 

November 8 at 10:09am · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Seed Woman Earth + enlightenment SOL SUN = LIFE 

November 8 at 10:10am · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski RAINBOW WARRIORS UNITE in COVENANT COMMUNITIES. 
uniteagapeamor -http://serenitystreetnews.com/uniteagapeamor.htm 
 
See you at the Earth Party. Starts when you get there. Little ROMA, Markham Ontario. 
 
The rest -RESTORE JURISDICTION to First Nations and we shall be free in SERENITY. 

 

RAINBOW WARRIORS UNITE in COVENANT COMMUNITIES. 

http://7thfire.biz/ 

serenitystreetnews.com 

pdfdocNov 7152130October 7152131SEPTEMBER 7152130.COOP TRADE 
BARTERusuryfreeus...See More 

November 8 at 10:11am · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowski 144, 000 thousand 12 tribes x 12 leaders in each = 144 x 1000 
high priests and priestesses to create SERENITY GLOBAL 

November 8 at 10:12am · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski IS RA EL = ISIS RA ELohim = MOTHER FATHER + Children of the 
LITE 

November 8 at 10:12am · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski UR AMERICA 

November 8 at 10:13am · Like 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

Ra Ra Rasp spew tin tin shitte in the sodding sin bin ain't my fookin draconian godaddy 
ranking spanking Dana.. 

Yesterday at 12:51am · Like 
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•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

EL culled well represent Saturn witch isis why those twin towering ironic lion zion cysts 
and numb nut crackers with pandoras box of horrors nailed to their bone heads wooled 
account for the ludicrous lies perpetuated by hell bent POpee's and bloody cockle 
sucking sicko's sin a goggle box of satan¿¿¿ 

Yesterday at 1:03am · Like 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

SamuEL, MichaEL, GabriEL, UriEL, AriEL, AbEL... 

14 hours ago · Like 

Mark Anthony 

Saturday 

 

Watt ever way yew choose two witness these thundering fire crackers 

singing and dancing for the love of lucy tripping in the sky with diamonds 

lighting up your cuddly kiTTen's eYes? Self evidently; the rosy ringading 

dongle diamond, hoholy  

hotEP cross bunnies and crowning queen of hearts hold the cryptic kristos 

keys two divine union¿♥? I am wondering well wishing truly, sow may bee 

yew will fortune spell meow without any silvery tinted shades of drought! 

Witch Doctor wHO lala hoop casting crowns isis the best one four yew two 

love born two bee A reel wiLD CHIld Dana Horochowski? ;) I X 

Ihttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7_lSP8Vc3o 
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2NE1 - I AM THE BEST (내가내가내가내가 제일제일제일제일 잘잘잘잘 나가나가나가나가) M/V 
www.youtube.com 
DIGITAL SINGLE [I AM THE BEST] ▶ NOW available on iTunes: 
http://smarturl.it/2NE1iamthebest ▶ 2NE1 Products on eBay: 

http://stores.ebay.com/ygentertainment ▶... 

 
Like ·  · Share 

•  

 

Mark Anthony Will some sentient soul with an eYe two see, observe meow wild CHIld 
weaver spinning her sparkling charms @ 1:10?? It's all starting two lOOk lovingly lion 
sealed hear, isn't it nowl Dana Horochowski? X 

Saturday at 11:39pm · Like 

•  

 

Mark Anthony That phony ass trilobite troglodyte frog seems to have gone potty and 
buried her dog and bone headache in the sand bags under her eYes?? lol, what a wishy 
washy wooly winter windy miller wind up the snake ladder laurattle really isis a 
babaloonie! 

15 hours ago · Edited · Like 

 
Mark Anthony 

Saturday 

 

eYe serenely sense yew may well warm to nine guardian angels of spiritual 

awakening one love Dana Horochowski? :) 

lolhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0QAyHF00f4 
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Nine Orders of Angels 
www.youtube.com 
Catholic Nine Orders of Angels: Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones, Dominions, Virtues, 
Powers, Principalities, Archangels and Angels. 
 
Like ·  · Share 
 

Dana Horochowski 

Saturday 

 

 

Many Babylonian deities, myths and religious writings are singular to that 

culture; for example, the uniquely Babylonian deity, Marduk, replaced Enlil 

as the head of the mythological pantheon. 
  

 
 
1Like ·  · Share 

•  

Del Pittman likes this. 
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Dana Horochowski http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marduk-apla-iddina_II 

 

Marduk-apla-iddina II - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

en.wikipedia.org 

Marduk-apla-iddina II, cuneiform spelling ᴰMES.A.SUM-na, (the biblicalMerodach-B 

aladan, also calledMarduk-Baladan,BaladanandBerodach-Baladan, lit.Marduk has given me an Heir.) (reigned 722 
BC – 710 BC, 703 BC – 702 BC) was aChaldeanprince whousurpedtheBabylonianthrone in 721 BC. Marduk-apla 
iddina I... 

Saturday at 11:11pm · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowskihttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babylonian_mythology 

 

Babylonian religion - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

en.wikipedia.org 

 'Babylonian religionreligious practice of theChaldeans, from theOld Babylonian  

period in theMiddle Bronze Ageuntil the rise of theNeo-Assyrian Empirein theEarly Iron Age. A brief revival of 
Chaldean religious tradition (as opposed to the closely related Chaldeans) occurred under the 7th to 6th centu... 

Saturday at 11:11pm · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowski Sargon of Assyria repressed the allies of Marduk-apla-iddina II in Elam, Aram and Israel and 
eventually drove (ca. 710 BC) him from Babylon. After the death of Sargon, Marduk-apla-iddina II briefly 
recaptured the throne from a native Babylonian nobleman. He reigned nine months (703 BC – 702 BC). He 
returned from Elam and ignited rebellion in Babylonia. He was able to enter Babylon and be declared king again. 
Nine months later he was defeated near Kish by the Assyrians, but managed to flee to Elam. He died in exile a 
couple of years later. 

Saturday at 11:13pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski "lgigu or Igigi is a term introduced in the Old Babylonian Period as a name for the (ten) 
"great gods". While it sometimes kept that sense in later periods, from Middle Assyrian and Babylonian times on it 
is generally used to refer to the gods of heaven collectively, just as the term Anunnakku (Anuna) was later used to 
refer to the gods of the underworld. In the Epic of Creation, it is said that there are 300 lgigu of heaven."[4] 

Saturday at 11:14pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anunna 

 

Anunnaki - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

en.wikipedia.org 

TheAnunnaki(also transcribed as:Anunna,Anunnaku,Ananakiand other variations) are 

 a group ofdeitiesin ancientMesopotamiancultures (i.e.,Sumerian,Akkadian,AssyrianandBabylonian). The name is 
variously written "da-nuna", "da-nuna-ke4-ne", or "da-nun-na", meaning something to the effect of "those of roy... 

Saturday at 11:14pm · Like · Remove Preview 

•  
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Dana Horochowski Sargon II made a pact with the Babylonian king Marduk-apla-iddina II. He was able to free 
all temples, as well as the inhabitants of the towns of Assur and Harran from taxes. While Sargon was thus trying 
to gain support in Assyria, Marduk-apla-iddina II conquered Babylon with the help of the new Elamite king 
Ummanigash and was crowned king in 721 BC. 

Saturday at 11:16pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sargon_II 

 

Sargon II - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

en.wikipedia.org 

Sargon II(AkkadianŠarru-ukin"he [= the god] made firm the king",Arabic:سرجون' re 

igned 722 – 705 BC) was anAssyrianking. Sargon II became co-regent withShalmaneser Vin 722 BC, and became 
the sole ruler of the kingdom of Babylonia in 722 BC after the death of Shalmaneser V. It is not clear whether he 
... 

Saturday at 11:17pm · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://www.keyofsolomon.org/Obama.php 

 

Welcome to The Key of Solomon 

www.keyofsolomon.org 
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On Tuesday January 20 2009, Barack Hussein Obama was sworn in as the 44th Presid 

ent of the United States of America. The oath of office was administered by Chief Justice of the United States John 
Roberts, The inauguration didn’t really go as planned for Roberts stumbled slightly over the solemn cere... 

Saturday at 11:21pm · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski RAlegions started with MARDUK and the IGIGI aka Shetu or stone masons who worked 
underground aka freemasons 

Saturday at 11:25pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski TITANium may be a KEY to CONquering TITANS 

Saturday at 11:26pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4wxm8rVuI0 

 

Reptilian shapeshifter - Dick Morris. Once Again!! 

www.youtube.com 
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Saturday at 11:28pm · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&NR=1&v=EXr0afo6V_A 

 

Outstanding Reptilian Shapeshift with In-Depth Analysis 

www.youtube.com 

resolution2781's original video:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhogCfjnOIk evid 

ence proof reptilian shapeshifter fox news morphing eyes hologram tares kenit... 

Saturday at 11:35pm · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eckdUauOKOk&feature=channel&list=UL 
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THIS IS HUGE!!! Reptilian Jackass Steve-O Shapeshifts Out of Control! 

www.youtube.com 

reptilian shapeshifter lady gaga steve best evidence proof alien annunaki draco  

draconian orion reptoid nibiru morphing demon eyes hologram tares kenite cain... 

Yesterday at 12:13am · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

Meegwetch for stressing your thoughts with such a frosty frog alert? 

Yesterday at 1:06am · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HFpAlvEwPQk&feature=channel&list=UL 

 

MASSIVE SHAPESHIFTING CAPTURED!!! Reptilian Deceiver Leo Zagami 

www.youtube.com 

http://www.youtube.com/user/pnd51010 reptilian shapeshifter leo zagami best evid 

ence proof alien earthquake ufo annunaki draco draconian dragon orion reptoid... 

Yesterday at 1:07am · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=OfG89BkvPOU&NR=1 

 

Kick Ass Congressman Tells The Truth About America!!!! TubeTruthers.com! 

www.youtube.com 

Rise of the 99% Part 1http://youtu.be/cXkiAc_asH8 

Yesterday at 1:31am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Heepu2AzUk&feature=channel&list=UL 

 

The Biggest Secret In America Part 4 TubeTruthers.com! 

www.youtube.com 
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Rise of the 99% Part 1http://youtu.be/cXkiAc_asH8 

Yesterday at 1:42am · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7bgaAAprl4&feature=channel&list=UL 

 

The Biggest Secret In America Part 5 TubeTruthers.com! 

www.youtube.com 

TubeTruthers.comhttp://www.tubetruthers.com/Broadcast Your Truth! 

Yesterday at 1:45am · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzxfD6qLDKg&feature=channel&list=UL 
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The Biggest Secret In America Part 6 TubeTruthers.com! 

www.youtube.com 

TubeTruthers.comhttp://www.tubetruthers.com/Broadcast Your Truth! 

Yesterday at 1:45am · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSQeKJbiOUo&feature=channel&list=UL 

 

The Biggest Secret In America Part 9 TubeTruthers.com! 

www.youtube.com 

TubeTruthers.comhttp://www.tubetruthers.com/Broadcast Your Truth! 

Yesterday at 1:49am · Like · Remove Preview 

 

Saturday 
 

Whatever way yew choose two look on the bright side of life, care free conquering love cats 

certainly have ways of making Dana Horochowski sinG like a creamy dairy barn owl flapping 

cancanaryan!! :) lol http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7_cgYvlvi8 
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Ninja Cat: Warrior of Nine Lives - Director's Cut 

www.youtube.com 

Zeus & Phoebe star in Ninja Cat: Warrior of Nine Lives, a short film by Filmmaker and Director David A. Webb, 
Author of the forthcoming book, The Passion of ...  

 
Like ·  · Share 

 
Mark Anthony 
Saturday 
 

Pass that crazy kristos cat a couple of chewy catnipple wine gums and keep playing frOM your ♥ 

in the spirit of freedom Dana Horochowski!! lol http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7ubQtnXc10 

 
Hurricane Sandy & The Gospel 
www.youtube.com 
Proclaiming the Gospel via video while waiting for Hurricane Sandy's arrival! 
 
Like ·  · Share 

 

 

Mark Anthony 
Saturday 
 

Wooled yew say this bloody ruddy muddy ruby red wine rack clickety clack track rhymes with one 

love Dana Horochowski¿♥? IXI http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92FCRmggNqQ 

 
Kanye West - Diamonds From Sierra Leone 
www.youtube.com 
Music video by Kanye West performing Diamonds From Sierra Leone. (C) 2005 Roc-A-Fella Records, LLC 
 
Like ·  · Share 

 

 
Mark Anthony 
Saturday 
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Candle yew feel the bright morning star fire light of one love turning up the heat of creation in 

your mooN lit eYes Dana Horochowski¿♥? lol http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GROmMHaF7UE 

 
Divine Feminine Light 
www.youtube.com 
The return of the higher light of the Divine feminine consciousness has been predicated by spiritual traditions for 
many millennia. In this transmission the ... 
 
Like ·  · Share 

 

 
Dana Horochowski shared a link. 
Saturday 
 

http://reptilian.iwarp.com/Reptilian.html 

 
I'm Giving Reptilians Out Of Body Experiences 
www.dailymotion.com 
http://www.youtube.com/Oobe 
 
Like ·  · Share 

•  

View all 11 comments 

•  

 

Dana Horochowskihttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grigori#Slavonic_Enoch 

 

Watcher (angel) - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

en.wikipedia.org 

Watcher)Aramaic ,ִעיר,iyr ;Theodotiantrans:ir ;from the verbur ,"to watch";Heb.e  
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r ,"being watchful";]1[Gk.ἐγρήγοροι,trans:egrḗgoroi;Slavtransliteration,Grigori,]2"[Watchers" ,"those who are 
awake";Chaldean ,"guard" ,"watcher]"3 ([is a term used in connection withangels.Watcheroccurs in both plural...  

Saturday at 10:24pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5nqiN5ergo 

 

The Shepherds of Arcadia by Nicolas Poussin 

www.youtube.com 

The Shepherds of Arcadia Painted by Nicolas Poussin between 1637-1638 From "One  

Hundred Masterpieces of Painting" by John La Farge From the LearnOutLoud.com ... 

Yesterday at 12:01am · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

The Shepherds of Arcadia, are not blindly bound gnaw bambamboozled and dumb founded by self serving 
bullshitting slaves too masonically monsterous mammon babbling like fanny farting frogs drowning in the 
underworld? Far frOM it! wEAR oM EARth ark you getting your wooly fire wires crossed with such tyranically 
twisted tales from the abstract alienating abyss Dana Horochowski? I X 
I http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4dqt4UrDfk 
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Poussin Shepherds 02 

www.youtube.com 

HI all ... Here is Nicolas Poussin's painting entitled Et in Arcadia Ego. Includ 

ed is some of the work I have done trying to decode it's secret and some spec... 

Yesterday at 12:15am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

Shepherds golden retrievers are the best carriers of love and light by a long stretch of the eYe MAGI NATION! And 
not at all fee bull or far fetched like that hopping mad frog spawn from the abySS head banging next door butt 
one love!!! 

Yesterday at 12:20am · Like 

 

 
Dana Horochowski 
Saturday 
 

 

http://firstlegend.info/anunnaki.html#nanna 
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Like ·  · Share 

•  

Craig Dagenhart likes this. 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski the Anunnaki, are a result of certain events in prehistory - deep into the Paleolithic. Legends 
of the existence of the Anunnaki and Nephilim are true but quite different than you might assume. 

Saturday at 9:23pm · Like · 1 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski The Anunnaki are the pantheon of Sumerian gods. Depending where you get your 
information and what epics are being referenced the total number varies with Enoch giving the number of 200 
which is the number the Urania Book gives as well which includes the human associates who were modified to be 
sustained by the Tree of Life. 

Saturday at 9:25pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Anunnaki were real and just as the Sumerians wrote they did come from a place we call 
heaven. The Sumerians were writing/documenting their own history for they are directly connected to the 
Anunnaki. There are a lot of sites devoted to the legend of these Anunnaki. Almost all of it is myth. First are the 
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Sitchen sites and how the Anunnaki came from Nibiru. Then there are the believers that the Anunnaki are from a 
reptilian race (a reference to the Winged Serpent?) or have something to do with UFOs all of which is pure 
fantasy. 

Saturday at 9:26pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski The Anunnaki grew out of the legend of the Caligastia 100 and the Lucifer rebellion. One 
tipoff is the fact that they were a council with a leader (An). A very earthly arrangement that reflects a heavenly 
one and one they would have been very well aware of and fashioned themselves after: 

Saturday at 9:26pm · Like 

 
Mark Anthony 
Saturday 
 

If the fiery THOugHT of curvaceously cultivating mustard seeds of creation gets RAMmed up your 

nosy parker pendragon, take ten frog eyed fingers for a walk of faith on holy fire and bone dry 

ice with meow fairy dairy dream cream queen Dana Horochowski!!! I X 

I http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hXvETXjem8 

 
Philosopher Stone, Seed and Flower of Life 
www.youtube.com 
The philosopher's stone, reputed to be hard as stone and malleable as wax, (Latin: lapis philosophorum; Greek: 
chrysopoeia) is a legendary alchemical tool, s... 
 
Like ·  · Share 

 

 

 
Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo. 
Saturday 
 

 

http://firstlegend.info/themarriageofadamandeve.html 
SIN is the MOON god not ALLAH!? ALLAH is ANU I would think. That is not a cresent moon. Santos Bonacci says it 
is VENUS, but JAMZEN says that VENUS is NOT VENUS but AMEN NIBIRU. VENUS and JUPITER are gone. The 
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skies have changed.  
http://www.fixedearth.com/Allah,%20Moon%20god.htm 
 

 
 
Like ·  · Share 

•  

Matt Garcia likes this. 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Sin the Moon God 
Sin is an immigrant god from Saudi Arabia. The name Sin is Semitic/Akkadian/Babylonian/Assyrian and became 
equated with Nanna of the Sumerians. Sin/Syn has had a long history in Saudia Arabia and was a male god which 
is just like Nanna the Sumerian moon god. They were both ancient and very powerful in their sphere of influence. 
Much has been written on the lunar based cults of Arabia in which Sin played a major role. The lunar calender is 
used today throughout the Muslin world. The Hajj, a Muslin's pilgrimage to Mecca, follows the lunar calender and 
because of it the Hajj will eventually occur in all seasons as the lunar year is 354 days. 

Saturday at 8:57pm · Like 

•  
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Dana Horochowski Easter, like the Hajj, occurs on different dates but within a much smaller window. This is 
because the date for Easter follows both the lunar and solar calenders. Easter occurs on the first Sunday following 
the first full moon after the spring equinox. This is so Neolithic. With these solar/lunar calenders one can see by 
this example why stone circles were created and how lunar markers and solar markers were used in conjunction to 
determine the timing of some religious feasts and festivals. This is another reason to recognize the emblem of the 
crescent and the star as the cresent and the sun. 

Saturday at 8:58pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski The neutral black and white illustration is emblematic of Islam. Another fun fact: The Queen 
of Sheba was a moon god worshiper. Sheba is the Hebrew spelling of Saba located in Yemen. Others say she was 
a sun worshiper but I think she was a moon worshiper due to Sin's strong influence in Saudi Arabia. Her temple 
just south of Saba/Sheba is the Bar'an Temple and is in the process of being excavated. 

Saturday at 8:59pm · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski from the 9th century BC. Between the two genii is shown the symbol of the sun god sitting 
between the horns of the moon. This I believe shows the connection between the moon and the sun (the crescent 
and the star), a connection that was very strong during the Neolithic and earlier. I find it remarkable that the 
symbols of the rosette and the sun disk merged into a star and that the star symbol was so closely associated with 
the moon who in Sumerian epics was their father. 

Saturday at 9:01pm · Edited · Like 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

The kabba stone was carted away from Heliopolis - The City of the sUn by those black eyed thieves from blagdad!! 
Kabbalah, Kabba - Allah!! That fishy muslime faith is more twisted than a sodding soul scalped snake pit viper! 
Islum, Dupee Judaism, and kristossing christianity are all unholy connected to that three headed dog shit chained 
to Nine Gates in hell fire!!! I X I 

Yesterday at 12:35am · Edited · Like 

Mark Anthony 
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Saturday 
 

eYe trust this is watt yew have bean desperately seeking Dana Horochowski!! I X 

I http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZOqg5bPZ0HE 

 
Sacred Geometry 101E: Metatron's Cube 
www.youtube.com 
A discourse on the aspect of Sacred Geometry known as Metatron's Cube by Charles Gilchrist. The powerful 
sounds at the end of this video were created my my v... 
 
Like ·  · Share 

•  

Kath Stutland likes this. 

•  

 

Kath Stutland "very close to source, extremely close..." 

Yesterday at 12:27am · Like 

 
Mark Anthony 
Saturday 
 

wEAR OM EARth does the scENtiENt POint of sPIritually seeking ♥ felt attraction resonate, yew 

may well ask double diamond dancing queEN Dana Horochowski!! :) 

lolhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlDNcsfoIX0 

 
THoTH - Secrets of the Set Triangle 
www.youtube.com 
SECRETS OF THoTH - SECRET OF THE SET TRIANGLE. The set triangle contains a secret... Check it out! Where is 
science..? 
 
Like ·  · Share 

 
Mark Anthony 
Saturday 
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If your mayfairy game, set squared and messianically matched for a lalaugh on bee half of 

lalauratatatats angelic account of creation, bee meow golden girl guidingdong guest of 

hohonourDana Horochowski¿♥? I X I http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqX_GM4RE1o 

 
137 & 9 The Mystery Numbers- CUBE. Part 2 
www.youtube.com 
I played with 137 and the number 9, the two mystery numbers, and doing so, I found I could perfectly number 
geometrical shapes. 
 
Like ·  · Share 

 
Mark Anthony 
Saturday 
 

I am shore yew cancan soulfully sea a poetic projection of spiritually righteous pattern 

recognitions joyfully emerging Dana Horochowski¿♥? 

lol http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrbMFOslZtI 

 
TORAH OF MASHIACH PT9: THE STAR OF MASHIACH 
www.youtube.com 
THE STAR OF MASHIACH According to various Judaic sources, the Star or Shield of David signifies the number 
seven: that is, the six points plus the center. Th... 
 
Like ·  · Share 

 

 
 

The dragon who stands over the Woman as She labours waiting to devour the child could well be 

the Churches. Their 2000 year vigil against the Divine Feminine lest she produce a race of 

Gnostics is evident in their manipulation and suppressi 

on of the scriptures. Revelations tells us that the Divine Children are destined to overcome the 

beast and establish a New Age of divine awareness.” 

2 http://www.adishakti.org/miracle_photo/man-child.htm 
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+12&version=NIV 
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1Like ·  · Share 

•  

William Edward Tuttle III likes this. 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski “In the Bible, if you read John's revelation, that a Woman will come and She will give 
rebirth, She will be protecting the Child, all these things are there. 

10 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski "There appeared a great wonder-again, this is a symbol/sign-in heaven. A woman clothed 
with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars: and she being with child 
cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be delivered. 

10 hours ago · Like 
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•  

 

Dana Horochowski And there appeared another wonder - sign/symbol - in heaven; and behold a great red 
dragon, having seven head and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his heads. - it's Satan being symbolized here, 
who really was the ruler over all the seven kingdoms that had oppressed Israel. And his tail drew the third part of 
the stars of heaven, and did cast them down to earth; and the dragon stood before the woman which was ready 
to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon as it was born. 

10 hours ago · Like 

 
 
 

The Divine Woman, a central figure of Revelations, is the Comforter Herself. The crown of stars 

indicates that Her authority and heritage is of the Divine Father, the moon, upon which She 

resides is another symbol of the feminine.http://www.adishakti.org/miracle_photo/man-child.htm 
http://doubtobelief.blogspot.ca/2008/10/how-to-beat-dragon-revelation-lesson-4.html 
 

 
 
Like ·  · Share 

•  
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Dana Horochowski As the Divine Mother She is giving birth, ie. self-realisation, and succeeds in producing a 
man-child. A man indicating spiritual maturity and dynamic action and yet a child symbolising purity of heart and 
that quality of innocence which Christ taught was essential to enter into the state of Heavenly Experience. 

10 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski The child, having the mystic awareness of self-realisation, rules over the nations indicating 
command of the earthly plane as well as over the inner country, the chakra system. The child of the Divine mother 
is a Gnostic adept! 

10 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski He rules with an iron rod, the kundalini, which mercilessly slays the forces of evil, the 
obstacles which obstruct her flow through the chakra system. 

10 hours ago · Like 

 
Central to his teaching was the understanding that the feminine aspect of God, God the Mother, 

was the means by which self-realisation and spiritual evolution to god-awareness occurred. Christ 

venerated the Divine Mother as the Holy Spirit....See More 
EArth Party will begin after $$$HAARPER$$$ destroys TORONTO and MASS MURDERS MILLIONS of CANADIANS 
for the HILTER GREAT SATAN NWO. 
KALI MAA will wake up then. Right now the MASONS have control of her 
MIND.http://www.ottawastreetnews.com/indexvampirebbqessenestyle.htm 
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1Like ·  · Share 

•  

View all 6 comments 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Christ's promise of a comforter, the "second coming", implies another divine incarnation to 
bring about the redemption of humanity. As we have seen it is the Divine Mother who has the power to redeem 
her children, the Sons of Man (as the gnostics put it), in the eyes of God the Father. 

10 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Agape Amor Who better to comfort the children who suffer, as does the West and much of the world from a 
culture whose ethic of materialism and immediate gratification is characterised by terms such as "the lost 
generation", "eco-disaster", "terrorism", "future shock" and "psycho-social alienation", than the Divine Mother? 
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10 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski absence of the Feminine Principle as a major cause of much of the West's psycho-cultural 
imbalance. The return of the Divine Feminine would indeed facilitate the spiritual redemption of Western Culture. 

10 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

William 
Hung https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=490930227597986&set=a.490299160994426.116252.1000004
30394367&type=3&theater 

 

Geometry 

By: William Hung 

7 hours ago · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview 

 
 
 

RAINBOW WARRIOR inDIAN CRYSTAL INDIGO STARSEED SUNS MOONS 

STARS FAE FEATHER FAIRIES 

http://www.7thfire.biz/indigoindian.htm 

 

MANATAKA AMERICAN INDIAN COUNCIL- Dedicated to 

Magdalahttp://www.manataka.org/page235.html 
http://jrgenius.ca/ 
Value entered: 550  
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http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 
*THE NAEQ -- PROVES the VALIDITY of -- BIBLE TRUTH * "FEEL the 
BRILLIANCE))))))))))))OF the WHITE BRILLIANCE(((((((((((())))))))))))(((((((( 
(((()))))))))))))  
CHRYSANTHEMUM- THE FLOWER THAT SHATTERED - STONE *READ # 414 FOR 
INSIGHT!  
FEEL THE BRILLIANCE - OF THE - WHITE BRILLIANCE * CHRYSANTHEMUM, 
SHIMMERING!  
FOR THERE ARE MANY INVITED - BUT FEW ACCEPT *TRUE BONDAGE TO "SATANIC 
DECEPTION & POWER", LEADING TO DEMISE, DEATH & DISSOLUTION! John 14:6 2Cor 
5:10 John 5:28,29 Rev 20:12 Mat 5:5 Daniel 2:44 Malachi 4:1,2  
FOUNDATION OF TRUE VISION- UNVEILED ----- THE NAEQ *THE GEMATRIA FLOWER 
"CHRYSANTHEMUM", GROWSSSSSSSS! "UNVEILING", by Visionary Teacher "WHITE 
BRILLIANCE-THE CROW (CORVUS COR ONE 111) of Sacred MannA Ministeries!  
GO AHEAD -- CALCULATE - CALCULATE -- IT WILL ONLY - VALIDATE -- VALIDATE *  
THE ENEMY CAUSED - THE FALL - IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN * SAYTAN THE DRAGON, 
THE ORIGINAL SERPENT! Gen 3;1-15 Rev 12:7-9 20:1-15 Refer to # 660 for DEEP 
INSIGHTTT DEATH IS THE ENEMY! Refer to #60 #60 #60 
THELEMIC PHILOSOPHY - BREEDS - MENTAL BLINDNESS * THE NUMBER FIVE, ( 5) 
DOUBLED, with the "OUGHT" or "CIPHER", BEHIND IT! 550 550 550 550 550 550 550 
THE "NEGATIVE POWER" OF NUMBER FIVE (5). "DEATH IS THE ENEMY", NOT THE 
BLESSING! Refer to #60 #60 for INSIGHTTTT 
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1Like ·  · Share 
•  

William Edward Tuttle III and Mark Anthony like this. 

•  

 

Irk Dah Nerv OH, DAMN 

12 hours ago · Like · 1 

 
 

 
Like ·  · Share 
 
 

1. Mark Anthony 
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13 hours ago 

 

The deeper I deliriously delve into the divine depths of copulating creation 

for the love of my good life, the more diamonds I find staring me in the 

eYe of a Tiger¿♥? Yew know, the root word of trust, just happens two bee 

iron cast rust Dana Horochowski! I X 

Ihttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrDwWTg2Dg0 

 

Blackmore's Night-Diamond And Rust HQ 

www.youtube.com 

Blackmore's Night Paris Moon : Candice Night, Ritchie Blackmore,Sir Robert Of 
Nomandie, Bard David Of Larchmont, Squire Malcom Of Lumiry, Lady Madeline And L... 

 
1Like ·  · Share 

o  

  

 

2.  

Dana Horochowski shared Sage & Sweetgrass All Natural Soaps's status. 

17 hours ago 
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***Coming soon...very soon..possibly this week...LOL...All natural Arnica 

Salve...Made from Arnica flowers (Arnica montana), infused in pure Olive 

oil. A specific external treatment for physical trauma, sprains, bruising and 

other injuries. Use immediately after strenuous exertion or injury to 

prevent, relieve and reduce swelling, bruises and pain. Absorbs well, and 

soothing to the skin. Also very effective in treating arthritis pain & 

inflammation. Definitely a great salve to keep around the house if you 

have kids...excellent for soothing bumps and boo-boos. 

Like ·  · Share 

 

 

3.  

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo. 

19 hours ago 

 

http://www.ridingthebeast.com/articles/666-hand-or-forehead/ 

http://bible.cc/revelation/13-16.htm 
He also forced everyone, small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a 
mark on his right hand or on his forehead, 
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Like ·  · Share 
 
 
Like ·  · Share 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Mark of the Beast in the Hand or Forehead? 
 
As mentioned before, the popular spiritual interpretation for the Mark of the Beast is 
that our foreheads represent our thoughts and our hands represent our actions. This 
may be a good start, but presented alone it falls short of the physical implications of a 
mark that is required to buy and sell. 
 
Ask yourself, where is the most logical place to put a tiny microchip that is injected 
under the skin, used for payment, and only operates within a couple inches of a reader? 
The hand is obvious. Literally payment with the wave of the hand [1]. 

18 hours ago · Like 
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•  

 

Dana Horochowski Value entered: 
550http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 
*THE NAEQ -- PROVES the VALIDITY of -- BIBLE TRUTH * "FEEL the 
BRILLIANCE))))))))))))OF the WHITE 
BRILLIANCE(((((((((((())))))))))))(((((((((((()))))))))))))  
CHRYSANTHEMUM- THE FLOWER THAT SHATTERED - STONE *READ # 414 FOR 
INSIGHT!  
FEEL THE BRILLIANCE - OF THE - WHITE BRILLIANCE * CHRYSANTHEMUM, 
SHIMMERING!  
FOR THERE ARE MANY INVITED - BUT FEW ACCEPT *TRUE BONDAGE TO "SATANIC 
DECEPTION & POWER", LEADING TO DEMISE, DEATH & DISSOLUTION! John 14:6 2Cor 
5:10 John 5:28,29 Rev 20:12 Mat 5:5 Daniel 2:44 Malachi 4:1,2  
FOUNDATION OF TRUE VISION- UNVEILED ----- THE NAEQ *THE GEMATRIA FLOWER 
"CHRYSANTHEMUM", GROWSSSSSSSS! "UNVEILING", by Visionary Teacher "WHITE 
BRILLIANCE-THE CROW (CORVUS COR ONE 111) of Sacred MannA Ministeries!  
GO AHEAD -- CALCULATE - CALCULATE -- IT WILL ONLY - VALIDATE -- VALIDATE *  
THE ENEMY CAUSED - THE FALL - IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN * SAYTAN THE DRAGON, 
THE ORIGINAL SERPENT! Gen 3;1-15 Rev 12:7-9 20:1-15 Refer to # 660 for DEEP 
INSIGHTTT DEATH IS THE ENEMY! Refer to #60 #60 #60  
THELEMIC PHILOSOPHY - BREEDS - MENTAL BLINDNESS * THE NUMBER FIVE, ( 5) 
DOUBLED, with the "OUGHT" or "CIPHER", BEHIND IT! 550 550 550 550 550 550 550 
THE "NEGATIVE POWER" OF NUMBER FIVE (5). "DEATH IS THE ENEMY", NOT THE 
BLESSING! Refer to #60 #60 for INSIGHTTTT 

Mysticalnet Web Gematria Server 

gematria.mysticalinternet.com 

18 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Value entered: 414  
*******>>GET THE POINT<<*******THE RIGHT HAND PATH * 
*ALWAYS REMEMBER ----- EAT CROW -- FOR INSIGHT * "HUMBLE THYSELF"!  
*THE EMPRESS + STRENGTH +JUSTICE * THE RESULT OF THIS COMBINATION IS 
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"THE GEMATRIA FLOWER, CHRYSANTHEMUM"! SEE BELOW!  
Agree with this and you will have it made !All things adaPTED TO ONE CIRCLING CODE  
ALL THINGS ADAPTED TO ONE - CIRCLING CODE *  
Dragons are the enemies of the Dragon 414, surprised to see something else up here..  
FEAR & REPENTANCE IS WHAT - YOU - MUST DO *Malachi 4:1-3!!!!!!!!!!  
FOR YAHWEH WILL MAKE AN ACCOUNTING - ON EARTH *Rom 9:28 
HARD - WIRED to The GREAT SPIRIT YAHWEH *Sacred MannA Ministeries IS!!!!  
I AM The WAY and The TRUTH and The LIFE #414 *NO ONE COMES TO The FATHER 
EXCEPT THROUGH ME - JESUS The CHRIST! John 14:6  
I WALK THROUGH THE VALLEY OF - THE SHADOW OF DEATH *Voice of Sacred MannA 
Ministeries!  
KetherDaathTipharethYesodMalkuth The comination sum of the Middle Pillar  
New Aeon English Qaballistic Chaos magick a new age is dawning  
NINETY THREE - BELLY UP - THELEMA *THE SWORD OF ZION SHALL 
PREVAIL********>>>>>> BE IN F E A R !  
No longer standing in you silence Aye I wonder why?  
NOTHING COULD CHANGE WHAT - HE MEANS TO ME *I FEAR NO EVIL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
READ ABOUT - THE DIRE - CONSEQUENCES * READ #1047 #1047 #1047 #1047 
#1047 #1047  
SWIFT AS A TRODDEN SNAKE - TURN and STRIKE *WITH THE 
SWORD***********>>>>>> OF ZION and THE GEMATRIA FLOWER 
"CHRYSANTHEMUM"!  
TETRAGRAMMATON - GODS NAME IN - HEBREW *IHVH - YHWH - YHVH.  
the future is yet unwritten blank book  
THE GEMATRIA FLOWER - CHRYSANTHEMUM *414 THE GEMATRIA FLOWER 
DEVELOPING IN THE NAEQ is APTLY NAMED "CHRYS- ANTHEM - UM" for this particular 
FLOWER IS AN ARRAY of NUMEROUS "PETALS" & BRIGHT COLOR, OFTEN "DOUBLE 
HEADED"! CONTAINED WITHIN THE WORD "CHRYSANTHEMUM" is The WORD 
"ANTHEM" which means: A SONG OR HYMN of PRAISE OR GLADNESS AS YOU WILL 
NOTE the "ANTHEM" is TO YAHWEH GOD, CREATOR OF DIVINE TRUTH! EACH NUMBER 
IN The NAEQ is a "PETAL" of SPIRITUAL ENLIGHTENMENT, which not ONLY INFORMS 
but BRINGS PRAISE & GLORY to THE CREATO & HIS SON, THE CHRIST! (THE 
ANTHEM)! Complements of Sacred MannA Ministeries Visionary Teacher "WHITE 
BRILLIANCE- THE CROW"!  
THE MAGIK OF -- THE MYSTI CAL WHITE CROW * NOTE THE SPELLING: "MAGIK" 
REFER TO # 65 VERSES "MAGIC" # 69^^^^ and "MAGICK" # 78. SEE ALSO, "BLACK 
MAGIC" # 114, "BLACK MAGICK" # 123 and "BLACK MAGIK" # 110 #110 #110  
THE SWEETNESS of - A TRUE COMPANION *  
THE WORLD WILL SOON PASS AWAY and SO WILL ITS DESIRE *HARMAGEDON 
(ARMAGEDDON)! Rev 11:18 19:11-21, Daniel 2;44, Matt 24:14, Rev 11:15 GET 
PREPARED NOW! THERE IS HOPE Psalm 91:1-16 SEEK YAHWEH & HIS CHRIST!  
WE HAVE THE POWER - OVER THE - FUTURE *#414 Rev 11:15** 1Cor 15:24-28** 
2Cor 5;10 Luke 8:17  
WILL YOU BE AMONG THE DEAD - OR THE LIVING *THAT IS THE QUESTION! LUKE 
17:26-37 2Thess 1:6-9 Daniel 2:44  
YOU HATE TRUTH - DONT YOU - COPPERHEADS *YOUR END SHALL SOON COME! LUKE 
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17:26-37  
YOU HAVE BEEN - INVITED - NOW ACCEPT *THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH! 
Mat 5:5 Rev 21:3,4 John 14:6 Psalm 91:1-16 

18 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski READ ABOUT - THE DIRE - CONSEQUENCES * READ #1047 
#1047 #1047http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

Mysticalnet Web Gematria Server 

gematria.mysticalinternet.com 

17 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Value entered: 1047 
Other words in the Naeq system with the value of 1047 
Transliteration Definition Word 
*THE MYSTICAL WHITE CROW -- WHITE BRILLIANCE -- CORVUS COR ONE 111 -- 
CARRION of SACRED MANNA MINISTERIES * "A TEN FOUR and SEVEN"! "THE 
PROPHET/THE EMPRESS"! YES! MINISTERIES IS "SPELLED" ACCORDING TO 
PREFERENCE"! Refer to # 200 "MINISTRIES" for INSIGHTTT  
MAY THE GOD - OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST - THE FATHER OF GLORY - GRANT YOU 
A SPIRIT OF WISDOM - TO KNOW HIM CLEARLY *EPH 1:17. OUR WISH FOR EVERY 
EARTHLY SOUL!  
THE - TRUTH - SHALL BE KNOWN - ALEISTER CROWLEY WILL - STAND BEFORE THE - 
JUDGEMENT SEAT - OF THE CHRIST *AND SO "WONT YOU"! 2COR 5;10 John 5:29 Rev 
20;11,12 Mat 10;26 Luke 8:17 "DEATH IS THE ENEMY, YOU HAVE BEEN FOOOOLED"! 
Rom 5;12 heb 2:9 1Cor 15;21,26 Isa 25;8 Rev 21:3,4 20;14 Isa 35:1-10 61;1-11 65:17-
25 Daniel 2;44^^^^ ONLY THE "ELECT BRIDE OF CHRIST, BENEFIT FROM FAITHFUL 
DEATH, THUS RULING WITH CHRIST OVER THE EARTH , FOR 1,000 YEARS! (THY 
KINGDOM COME ( MaT 6;9,10) rEV 1:6 3:12 5:9,10 7:1-14 14:1 20:4^^^^ 1Cor 6:2 
Daniel 7:14 ^^^^ THE DEAD ARE "AWAITING A RESURRECTION BY THE CHRIST"! NO 
THEY ARE "NOT IN HEAVEN", ONLY THE "BRIDE OF CHRIST ARE"! Ecc 9:5 Isa 26:14,19 
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Psalm 146:3,4 88:5 Eze 18;4 John 5:52-30 2Cor 5:10 Rev 20;12 Daniel 12;2 "LET THE 
GOOD ONES BE PURGED BY THE PROPHET"! IT JUST MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE! REFER TO 
# 444 # 323 # 333 # 466 # 776 # 826 # 716 # 1181 # 1776 # 1076 # 666 & # 769 
for INSIGHTTT  
THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION of JESUS THE CHRIST - IN THE WOMB of MARY - 
DECEMBER EIGHTH * REFER TO # 314 "IMMACULATE CONCEPTION" and # 809 for 
DEEP INSIGHT! JESUS WAS NOT "BORN" ON DECEMBER 25th!  
THE MYSTICAL WHITE CROW -- WHITE BRILLIANCE -- CORVUS COR ONE 111 -- 
CARRION of SACRED MANNA MINISTERIES * "A TEN FOUR and SEVEN"! # 1047 YES!, 
MINISTERIES IS "SPELLED", ACCORDING TO PREFERENCE"! Refer to # 200 
"MINISTRIES" for INSIGHTTT  
Copyright (C) © 2001-2002 The Mystical Internet. All rights reserved. 

17 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Value entered: 660 
Other words in the Naeq system with the value of 660 
Transliteration Definition Word 
*THROUGH FAITH and PATIENCE --- I SHALL INHERIT -- THE PROMISES * "AND NO!< 
this is NOT REVEALED THROUGH AIWASS"! (ALEISTER CROWLEY, CHILD of 
SATAN, TRANSFORMING HIMSELF INTO A DECEPTIVE VESSEL OF FALSE LIGHT).! Read 
# 1076 for "HIS FATE"!  
Behold! it is revealed by Aiwass the minister of Hoor-paar-kraat. Liber AL vel Legis 1.7  
I WILL PUBLISH THINGS HIDDEN - SINCE THE FOUNDING - OF THE WORLD * VOICE 
OF, "WHITE BRILLIANCE-THE CROW 9CORVUS CORONE 111) of Sacred MannA 
Ministerties!  
LOOK I AM MAKING YOU INTO - A THRESHING SLEDGE - YOU WILL WINNOW THEM *  
THE FALL IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN --------SATAN THE DRAGON - IS THE ENEMY * 
NOTE THE # 660 660 660 660 REFER TO THE COUNTER OF # 66 & #666 @ # 666 
READ IT! #666 

17 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 
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What's cooking? fat vat chips!!!http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LpBCl9qzco 

 

Sherry Shriner Exposed - False Prophet of Sun Worship and Serpent Seed 

www.youtube.com 

Sherry Shriner is a false prophet involved in Luciferian sun worship, and an adv 

ocate of the SS Nazi Socialism Serpent Seed doctrine, Satans deepest teaching... 

14 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

 
 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2012/11/09/new-sheriff-in-town/ 
Share this post if you make this pledge too! 
>>> Please Share - Tags Welcomed <<< 
More to Share @ Shawn Jason & Friends 
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3Like ·  · Share 

•  

Kathleen Drummond-Hay, Lorina Zappacosta, Michelle Beaune and 2 others like this. 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://bitcoin-otc.com/vieworderbook.php 

 

#bitcoin-otc order book 

bitcoin-otc.com 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 
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•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://freenode.net/ 

 

About the Network 

freenode.net 

You've reachedfreenode, a service ofPeer-Directed Projects Center (PDPC). freen...See 

More 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://bitcoin.org/ 

 

Bitcoin - P2P digital currency 

bitcoin.org 

The original site offering documentation and open-source Bitcoin software. 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://lucyoccupy.com/ 
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Lucy Occupy Says... 

lucyoccupy.com 

All Nuke Reactors Leak, ALL THE TIME. 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski The US is Screwed 
 
… by Bob Nichols 
 
(San Francisco) – Yea,… it’s true. China stopped going to the US Treasury Bond Sales 
auction. As a result, the US changed their tune in a hurry in the South China Sea. Looks 
like there is a new Sheriff in Town and the US was thrown under the bus by China. As 
far as we know publicly, the Chinese did not even say a word. 
 
Screwed 
 
The US and their junior partner Japan were involved in a dispute with China over a few 
uninhabited islands in the South China Sea. It has gone on more than a hundred years. 
Finally, China had had enough. 
The Chinese action and its immediate effect are not lost on the Japanese leadership and 
the rest of the world. 
So, now the US and Japan are aimlessly playing with their war toys in the South China 
Sea, impressing no one but the eternally weak minded that are always with us. 
Let’s Bottom Line this world changing event. China said “Jump” the US said “How high?” 
US Foreign Policy is no more; it is pointlessly absurd, ignored and cannot be enforced. 

22 hours ago · Like 

•  
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Dana Horochowski http://bitcoin-otc.com/ticker.php 

 

#bitcoin-otc currency ticker 

bitcoin-otc.com 

The ticker table is constructed from all orders of BTC against one of the suppor...See More 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://webchat.freenode.net/?channels=#bitcoin-otc 

freenode Web IRC (qwebirc) 

webchat.freenode.net 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://fossevents.org/ 

 

Free and Open Source Software Events 

fossevents.org 

Aloha and welcome,Here you can find information about Free and Open Source 
Softw...See More 
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22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowski http://freenode.net/primary_groups.shtml 

 

Primary Groups 

freenode.net 

Primary groups are those which have a formal or informal claim on the names asso...See 

More 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowski http://freenode.net/pdpc.shtml 

 

Peer-Directed Projects Center 

freenode.net 

ThePDPCwas originally incorporated by founder Rob "lilo" Levin in the state of ...See More 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowski http://freenode.net/irc_servers.shtml 

 

About freenode: IRC Servers 

freenode.net 

Our main server rotation ischat.freenode.net. Pointers tofreenodecurrently inclu...See 

More 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowskihttp://freenode.net/using_the_network.shtml 

 

freenode: using the network 

freenode.net 

To access thefreenodeIRC servers, you'll first need an IRC client. Text clients ...See More 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://freenode.net/policy.shtml 

 

freenode: Policies 

freenode.net 
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The following policies govern the use of thefreenodeinteractive network and describe 
what we expect from our users. Thank you for using the network! 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski http://freenode.net/philosophy.shtml 

 

freenode philosophy 

freenode.net 

Thefreenodephilosophy has several components. The network exists to provide inte...See 

More 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowski http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Over-the-counter_(finance) 

 

Over-the-counter (finance) - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

en.wikipedia.org 

Over-the-counter(OTC) oroff-exchangetrading is totradefinancial instrumentssuch ...See 

More 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowskihttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Credit_risk#Counterparty_risk 

 

Counterparty risk - Credit risk - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

en.wikipedia.org 

A counterparty risk, also known as adefault risk, is a risk that acounterpartywi...See More 

22 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Seanchai Seance If hurricane Sandy and Katrina wasn't an act of God then It could 
have been because of military and submarine nuclear test near China borders or 
perhaps an actual War they're keeping a lid on. I wonder how many Asian Island have 
disappeared and got swallowed up by the seas since 9/11 

22 hours ago · Edited · Unlike · 1 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski leMUria Genocide 

21 hours ago · Like 

•  
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Dana Horochowski Lets go with this. People get paid to tutor others on how to 
register. GET ME the HELL out of SAULT STE MARIE already. I am BORING MYSELF to 
DEATH 

21 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski NO medUSA funny MONEY so this is the NEUTRAL WAY OUT. We 
need a place where we can gather in PERSON now and TEACH /LEARN /BARTER 
TRADE/ COOP 

21 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski Sault Michigan is workable for me as a HEAD OFFICE there. 

21 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Rob Roy Why aye, pet. 

21 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski cause you don't want the HONG 888 VERICHIP in your right hand 
or Forehead. That is why, PET 
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Dana Horochowskihttp://mschaut.wordpress.com/2008/03/07/mark-of-the-beast-on-
right-hand-or-forehead-why-there/ 

 

Mark of the Beast on Right Hand or Forehead. Why There? 

mschaut.wordpress.com 

There is actually quite a lot in Scripture about the Mark of the Beast. These ar 

e quoted from the NKJV. Rev. 13: 16ff He causes all, both small and great, rich and 
poor, free and slave, to receive ... 

21 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowski http://bible.cc/revelation/13-16.htm 

 

Revelation 13:16 He also forced everyone, small and great, rich and poor, free 

and slave, to receive 

bible.cc 

New Living Translation(©2007)He required everyone--small and great, rich and poo 

r, free and slave--to be given a mark on the right hand or on the forehead. 
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21 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowskihttp://www.ridingthebeast.com/articles/666-hand-or-forehead/ 

 

Mark of the Beast in the Hand or Forehead? 

www.ridingthebeast.com 

The Mark of the Beast could easily be a RFID microchip in the hand or the forehe 

ad. The Verichip is already implanted for payment and is headed for our hands. 

21 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 
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Dana Horochowskihttp://www.cuttingedge.org/News/n1161.cfm 

 

POPE JOHN PAUL II RECEIVES A MARK IN HIS FOREHEAD BY A PAGAN SHIVA 

PRIESTESS- Christian Updates - Ne 

www.cuttingedge.org 

The New World Order is coming! Are you ready? Once you understand what this New  

World Order really is, and how it is being gradually implemented, you will be able to see 
it progressing in your daily news!! 
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Dana Horochowski http://www.usa-the-
republic.com/mark%20of%20beast/Chap4.htm 

 

Chapter 4 - Right Hand and Forehead - Mark of the Beast 

www.usa-the-republic.com 

There is overwhelming evidence that the Social Security Card and Number has ALL  

the characteristics of the Mark of the Beast mentioned in Revelation. This report will give 
you references so that you can study the issues and make your own decision to reject 
this apocalyptic mark. 

21 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Rob Roy Sorry, thanks Dana. I didn't mean to offend. I was asking you how you were 
in the northern english slang. I have been studying your research with great interest. 
Have you seen the film Naked by Mike Leigh starring David Thewlis? 

21 hours ago · Unlike · 1 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski NO problem Rob Roy, there are MANY WOLVES among us and I 
have to stand guard and stay watchful. Michelle Santos 
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aka http://thesantosrepublic.com/ HONG 888 calls us KIDs which are PET GOATS aka 
GOYIM. 

 

The Santos Republic 

thesantosrepublic.com 

Your Universal Fusionist Thought Leaders of the 21st Century 

19 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Rob Roy Cheers Dana Horochowski. Have you seen what is happening here in the UK 
with regards to the BBC and paedophilia allegations? 

19 hours ago · Like · 1 

•  

 

Agape Amor it is coming apart everywhere. Lots of resignations. That means they will 
do desparate things soon. I hope they get their just KARMA. My focus is networking and 
building covenant communities on TIME CURRENCY. Everyone start at 100 shares 1000 
pts in your community of people. You don't need to include LIZARDO and the rest of the 
VAMPIRES. Just who you TRUST. SOMEONE who keeps THEIR WORD 

18 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Rob Roy There is speculation in the press about the end of the British Broadcasting 
Corporation. What would replace it? 
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18 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Dana Horochowski ILLUMINATI own everything anyway. They can call it BIG 
BULLSHIT CORPSES. That would be appropriate for a name change 

18 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Rob Roy Yes, that would be appropriate as a name change. It is such a shame that the 
whole world is full of shit. 

16 hours ago · Unlike · 1 

•  

 

Mark Anthony · Friends with Agape Amor and 10 others 

ACT YEW LEY! I lovE the justified and ancient land of MU MOO.. How about U 
Dana? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OxogTZFD39o 
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Lemuria (6) Symbols Relating To MU (The Sacred Lotus) Four Beasts (Ezekiel 

1:10) 

www.youtube.com 

The Lotus has always been looked upon as the most sacred of all sacred flowers.  

It was selected as Mu's floral symbol. The Lotus was the first flower to beau... 

15 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

Agape Amor shared Seanchai Seance's photo. 

Yesterday 

 

Anat first appears in Egypt in the 16th dynasty (the Hyksos period) along 

with other northwest Semitic deities. She was especially worshiped in her 

aspect of a war goddess, often paired with the goddess `Ashtart. In the 

Contest Between Horus and Set, these two goddesses appear as 

daughters of Re and are given in marriage to the god Set, who had been 

identified with the Semitic god Hadad. 
Anat first appears in Egypt in the 16th dynasty (the Hyksos period) along with other 
northwest Semitic deities. She was especially worshiped in her aspect of a war goddess, 
often paired with the goddess `Ashtart. In the Contest Between Horus and Set, these 
two goddesses appear as daughters of Re and are given in marriage to the god Set, who 
had been identified with the Semitic god Hadad. 
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Like ·  · Share 
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Matt 

 
 
Like ·  · Share 

•  

Mattyy Fas-anator likes this. 

•  

 

Agape Amor http://www.weusecoins.com/getting-started.php 

 

Getting Started with Bitcoin - We Use Coins 

www.weusecoins.com 

After downloading, simply install the client on your Windows, Mac or Linux compu 

ter. It will automatically create a wallet for you and start downloading the transaction 
history. (Future versions will have a "lightweight" mode where this is not necessary.) 

23 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Agape Amor http://bitcoin-otc.com/ 
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#bitcoin-otc 

bitcoin-otc.com 

 #bitcoin-otc is anover-the-countermarketplace for trading withbitcoin. The mark 

etplace is located in #bitcoin-otc channel on thefreenodeIRC network. If you don't have 
an IRC client,click hereto visit the channel with your web browser. 

23 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Agape Amor http://wiki.bitcoin-otc.com/wiki/Using_bitcoin-otc 

 

Using bitcoin-otc - bitcoin-otc wiki 

wiki.bitcoin-otc.com 

Note: to reduce channel noise, gribble responds to all commands from unauthentic 

ated users on #bitcoin-otc channel via private message. You are also encouraged to talk 
to gribble in PM, rather than clutter up the channel with your commands, unless you 
specifically want public output. You can also us... 

23 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview 

•  

 

Agape Amor bitcoin = 124  
*A WAXING MOON)))))))))))))) *)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))ABSORB 
THE LIGHTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT  
*PIERCE* *THEY PIERCED MY HANDS and MY FEET!  
*PROPHET* *I WAS "A PROPHET"f MY FATHER & MY GOD"! Matt 6:8-15 27:46. 13:57  
A FLAMING SWORD**********>>>>> *CONQUEST AT ARMAGEDDON! 2Thess 1:6-9  
a giant arose xxvii  
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a star is born  
A STAR IS BORN* *GUESS WHO???????? A "GIANT AROSE", AND THE WORD FLAMED 
LIKE "A GIANT" TO THE PAGAN!  
A STAR IS BORN^ *ULTIMATELY, JESUS THE CHRIST! Numbers 24:17 "THE BRIGHT 
MORNING STAR"! Rev 22:16  
A WAXING MOON *  
accidents mishaps; things that happen by chance or without an apparent cause  
Adolf Hitler  
Adornment !  
Alitsidewalk In A Man's Vision, Is Stood On A Lit Sidewalk  
ALMOST ALICE "ALICE' = 64 SEALED HEIR. "THE VORPAL ONE" = 157  
ANXIETY *JESUS THE CHRIST EXPERIENCED SO MUCH ANXIETY IN THE GARDEN of 
GETHSEMANE that HIS SWEAT BECAME AS "DROPS OF BLOOD"! Luke 22:44.  
ARISKERKYRA ARISKERKYRA  
atavistic  
BE CRACKED * "THE CRACK", THE SWORD OF ZION CREATES, IS FROM THE 
LIGHTENING FLASH , OF ILLUMINATION"! Refer to # 885 for INSIGHTTT  
bereaved sorrowful through loss or deprivation  
BLOODY TEARS *  
castration neutering a male animal by removing the testicles  
cave dweller one who lives in a cave  
Chris Fowler Joanne Wareing  
Christians Followers Of A Cult Of Mostly Rabid Fundamentalist Who Annoyingly Impose 
Themselves On Others AND WHOSE CAPS ARE TERMINALLY LOCKED  
Chronophage Eater Of Time  
coherent sticking together  
Conquest  
CONQUEST* *A JOURNEY TO ATTAIN VICTORY!  
Coulda, shoulda, woulda buTTT  
cracker jack yum yum  
CREAMERY Place Where Dairy Products Are Processed Or Produced. 
creations things dreamed up and realized  
DavidBowie smartest man alive. possibly alien.  
deez nuts nutsack  
dehydrated suffering from excessive loss of water from the body; preserved by 
removing natural moisture  
demolished completely destroyed  
discarnate not having a material body  
displeased not pleased; experiencing or manifesting displeasure  
divining obtaining by divination  
doctrine a belief (or system of beliefs) accepted as authoritative by some group or 
school  
domestic tamed, a servant in one's house (maid)  
ECHOESSSSSSSSSS * "BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU DO, IT 
"ECHOESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS  
ejaculate eject semen; the thick white fluid containing spermatozoa that is ejaculated by 
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the male genital tract  
emotional determined or actuated by emotion rather than reason  
entice provoke someone to do something through (often false or exaggerated) promises 
or persuasion  
erotically in an erotic (sexually stimulating) manner  
essential basic and fundamental; being or relating to or containing the essence of; 
absolutely required and not to be used up or sacrificed; absolutely necessary; vitally 
necessary  
eucharist  
evocation the summoning of forces or spirits to work one's Will  
faithfully in a faithful manner  
FAITHFULLY* *CONQUER!  
genitalia external sex organs  
genocide systematic killing of a racial or cultural group  
Gentile denotes a Christian as contrasted with a Jew; a person who is not a member of 
one's own religion; used in this sense by Mormons and Hindus; a person who does not 
acknowledge your God 
gestures movements (especially of the hands) to communicate familiar or prearranged 
signals  
Gloria Olivae Benedict XVI(Joseph Ratzinger)  
GLOSSY WHITE $  
Goddaughter A female godchild  
Great Dragon a more powerful dragon  
HADIT+HEART SYMBOLISM FOR A SELECT FEW 144,000  
he loves me O  
heptarchy seven kingdoms  
HOW POWERFUL *  
IMMANUEL* *MEANING : "WITH US IS GOD"! JESUS WAS THE FULL REPRESENTATIVE 
OF HIS GOD & FATHER, YAHWEH! Isa 7:4, 8;8. Matt 1:23. Heb 1:1-3**  
improve make better  
in fantasia O  
increased made greater in size or amount or degree  
insurance protection against future loss  
intent an anticipated outcome that is intended or that guides your planned actions; the 
intended meaning of a communication; wholly absorbed as in thought; directed with 
intense concentration  
invites request the participation or presence of; asks to enter  
Jaganmatri Hindu 'World-mother', another name for Durgha.  
Jerusalem judea  
JERUSALEM* *#124 "ONE TO FOUR"!  
karma-free liberated  
Keystone See Melody's "Love Is In The Earth"  
MAHMOUD ABBAS *  
member anything that belongs to a set or class  
minute a unit of angular distance equal to a 60th of a degree; a unit of time equal to 60 
seconds or 1/60th of an hour  
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minute* infinitely or immeasurably small  
monastery the residence of a religious community (usually monks)  
murdered killed unlawfully  
ODIC FORCE THAT WHICH FLOWS UNIMPEDED THROUGH THE BODY OF SUNWISE 
UPRIGHT ^ THE HOLY GIRDER THAT SUPPORTS ALL TRUE MEN ^ HOLY AETHER  
OJ Simpson aka slasher mcgirk  
ONE OF A KIND *IMMANUEL! JESUS THE CHRIST!  
passenger a traveler riding in a vehicle (a boat or bus or car or plane or train etc) who is 
not operating it  
pederast - child molester  
penalize impose a penalty on; inflict punishment on  
pierce  
poignancy a quality that arouses emotions (especially pity or sorrow); a state of deeply 
felt distress or sorrow  
Ponchuloskys Wise Man; Full Of Knowledge  
priapic posessing exaggerated male sexual characteristics  
prisoner a person who is confined, not necessarily against their Will  
prolific bearing in abundance especially offspring; intellectually productive  
promises  
PROMISES* *Heb 10:23  
prophet  
PROPHET* *THE MOST SIGNIFICANT OF ALL-------- JESUS THE CHRIST OF GOD, "THE 
WORD"! John 3:16 14:6 Acts 3:21 John 7:37-40  
prostate a firm partly muscular chestnut sized gland in males at the neck of the urethra; 
produces a viscid secretion that is the fluid part of semen. stimulation of the prostate 
(via the anus) can help bring a man to orgasm.  
pursuit a diversion that occupies one's time and thoughts (usually pleasantly); a search 
for an alternative that meets cognitive criteria; a chase in order to overtake or capture  
revelling celebrating, enjoying, making merry  
SACRED HOPE *IMMANUEL!  
Saturn Hex That WEIRD Huge Thing On Saturn!! No ..really!  
sexiness the arousal of feelings of sexual desire... yes, it is a real word found in the 
dictionary  
Singapore Singapore  
social workers persons employed to provide social services (especially to the 
disadvantaged)  
solar plexus  
STOP - STOP *ARMAGEDDON IS COMING! ARE YOU PREPARED???? Rev 11:18, 19:11-
21. Daniel 2:44 Rev 11:15** 1Cor 15:20-27**  
stupid cow  
surfeit eating until excessively full; indulge to satiety, as of one's appetite; the quality of 
being so overabundant that prices fall  
symbiosis the relation between two different species of organisms that are 
interdependent; each gains benefits from the other  
The four r\\\'s ! Readin Ritin Rithmatic RMAGEDDON  
the lady maat ccxxxi  
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THE PILLARS * YANG - 1 YIN - 1 = 11 "BALANCE, PERFECTION. HARMONY!  
The Tower Atu XVI (Thoth Tarot)  
THE TOWER* *"WATCHTOWER".  
THE YIELD^ *  
transmit transfer to another  
travelling going from one place to another; going on a trip  
Try or die !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
TURN AROUND *YOU'RE WANTED  
understand  
UNDERSTAND* *DIVINE TRUTH! READ ALL * MESSAGES!  
winning day )  
Worship Goku How Powerful SEE 44 FOR INSIGHT!!!!  
YOUR WANTED *SANE & ALIVE!  
Zeno Izen Kyle Huff 

22 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Agape Amor JERUSALEM* *#124 "ONE TO FOUR"! 

22 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Agape Amor PERFECT NEW BANK for US ALL UR AMERICA, cause the CHINESE own 
the FEDERAL RESERVE FIAT FUNNY MONEY 666 NWO NOTES NOW 

22 hours ago · Like 

•  

 

Agape Amor ODIC FORCE THAT WHICH FLOWS UNIMPEDED THROUGH THE BODY OF 
SUNWISE UPRIGHT ^ THE HOLY GIRDER THAT SUPPORTS ALL TRUE MEN ^ HOLY 
AETHER 
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ONE OF A KIND *IMMANUEL! JESUS THE CHRIST! 

18 hours ago · Like 

 
 
 
 
 
*************************************************** ******************** 
 
 
11 08 2012 
Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo. 
13 hours ago 
 

http://7thfire.biz/VAMPIREDRACORAPTURE.htm  

Laura Magdalene Eisenhower to Dana Horochowski- You are the most deranged woman who has 

zero clue... The vibe you give off is so ugly and creepy I can't even believe people listen to you. 

Danu wou 

ld be ashamed and the Dagda... Brigit thinks your insane and you are doing the antithesis of the 

work you should be doing for this tribe. Your servers crashed because you are a lie and it is 

divine intervention.  

 

Dana Horochowski-ON WITH the NEW PARADIGM htpp://7thfire.biz 

 

'Max Radico'-I know you know but its so simple..."Born again " The Bible way 

The only biblical use of the term “born again” occurs in John 3:3-5 — although, as we shall see, 

similar and related expressions such as “new birth” and ,regeneration” occur elsewhere in 

Scripture (Titus 3:5; 1 Pet 1:3, 23). In John 3:3, Jesus tells Nicodemus, “Truly, truly, I say to 

you, unless one is born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.” The Greek expression 

translated “born again” (gennathei anothen) also means “born from above.” Jesus, it seems, 

makes a play on words with Nicodemus, contrasting earthly life, or what theologians would later 

dub natural life (“what is born of flesh”), with the new life of heaven, or what they would later 

call supernatural life (“what is born of Spirit”). 

 

Dana Horochowski - Thank you my dear. It is a born again alright, but it isn't in the PEOPLEs 

church. During my pilgrim journey, I have found that BORN AGAIN is an AGAPE AMOR love. I 

found it when I was in service to others without a paycheque attached to it. 

Time for an EARTH PARTY, we need a NEW NEW YORK, region, cause the other one is under 

water. Let's get those PEACE TRAINS out to NEW YORK already and start putting people on 

farmland, so they can build heaven on earth. Sovereign city states, surrounded by INDIAN LAND. 

Keeping all our customs alive always, as the child leads us by example, thru the PURITY of the 

HEART. Meegwetch DANA 
LAURA EISENHOWER 11:11 DRACO VAMPIRE UFO VRILL ZOMBIE RAPTURE satanic portat fake SOUL SCALPING 
WORLD PUNJA POSSESSION of the HIVE MIND from the ABYSS and MARS - Nov 11, 2012. $40 Beasts for one Sol 
scalped, $75 for TWO demonic possessions 
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VAMPIREDRACO RAPTURE http://7thfire.biz/VAMPIREDRACORAPTURE.htm 
 

 
 
Like ·  · Share 

•  

Ardeliza Lim and Michelle Beaune like this. 

 
 
  
 

 
Seanchai Seance shared Chakra 8 Holistics's photo. 
about an hour ago 
 
Your body's ability to heal is greater than anyone has permitted you to believe. Startling Scientific discoveries 
about the Power of Thoughts, Intentions and Beliefs! 
 
“Everyone should know that for over 100 years conventional medicine has 
seized control of the US health care system and as a result we have over 800,000 people who are killed by 
interacting with this system.” -Dr. Joseph Mercola 
 
70-80% of the visits to the doctor are stress related . You can prevent this by having a nice relaxation treatment 
to release the stress and balance your energy to create harmony in your health . 
 
Come and visit us today and let us serve you with the best of our intention to help you to discover your body's 
natural ability to heal itself . 
 
 
 

Jewel Del Core 

November 2 at 12:33pm ·  
• This is addressed to the new age movement,  

 

you fail to understand that they Rothschild, Rockefeller, and all these other idiot puppets are not 

in charge and you will most certainly not get rid of anything that you refuse to face. Do you really 

think that you are facing the true threat on the planet? do you really think that things can be as 

easy as a light being contacting you through its own technological transmissions and that being 

has your best interest?....how can you be so stupid? to trust so blindly when they have your 

pineal gland in the palm of their hands.... do you not realize that there are technologies at work 

here which you cant possibly comprehend?.... when are you going to understand that everything 
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in the universe operates over and above light beings this stupid duality that you buy into. there is 

not one set polarity anywhere, only in your convoluted head. You say that you have researched 

the GHREES materials and find nothing but as you claim only horrendous things exposed, well tell 

me is there anything that appears well to you in this dimension, on this planet? are we really a 

healed people? everything is bells and whistles to you with this stupid typical new age philosophy 

of focus on the good and it will magically appear and manifest? and not knowing yourself that 

when this approach that is being undertaken by unhealthy celled beings is causing more illness 

because the so called manifestors of love and light which are really a dysfunction inside their 

cells, which then permeates into the ether and ultimately does more damage then help.... you 

have not researched the proper universal methods that the very cosmos exists upon, the 

universal cells and the body of the universal organism which operates under universal principle 

and law, and the law maintains the organism as a whole and has good bad and other wise, what 

is good to you people? and what is bad? the definitions of these have been manifested to suit the 

ill minds of the people on this planet.....everybody has an opinion on what is good and what is 
bad, its all bullshit and means absolutely nothing....the immutable laws are what they are and 

operate just as your body does, if you harm the organism and are a cancer you will be dealt with, 
by healthy cells and that's it.....you have not yet realized that you are subject to these laws, and 

they will effect you more profoundly once you truly become aware of the truth. In the mean time 

I have not the responsibility to enlighten you or bring information to you, I do what I do in an 
active level of actually participating as a true warrior of the UO as opposed to waiting for silly 

little channels to help me...we are the cells that will rescue this planet and not the GFL, and all 
these other fools you promote. 

Like ·  · Unfollow Post · Share 
o  

Wade Booth, Love N Truthfulness, Vice Starr and 16 others like this. 

o  

47 of 79 

View previous comments 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core Phillippe the factions I know of are the draconian populations from ebootes which fled Draco 
because of a direct hit to their system by the andromedian government forces, they then arrived here in our local 
galaxy with their flagship moon and other black satellite ship Lilith which lies hidden on the other side of the moon 
in perfect parallel to the moon and earth (see khaballa configurations for proof of this satellite ship Lilith. Upon 
entry into our system they met with cronus, or sabaoth traitor andromedian commander of Saturn who allowed 
them entry here because of the rebellion the cronian andromedian rebellion against the lawful universal 
government. The Reptilians Draconian Moon having as high commanders: Asmodai Metatron and El Shaddai (See: 
Bible) or Sendai - Jendai (See: Star Wars) - or Judas, asked from Zeus permission to disembark its populations to 
Earth. as for the dogon race this is what I know; back before atlantian times The Earth was already occupied by 
white race colonizers from the Andromeda constellation and by the local indigenous Black Sirian Race. The white 
race Hellenes civilizers from Andromeda came to Earth through the star-portal of Sirius(Hyperion=Supersun) as a 
scientific mission in order to teach and civilize the indigenous Black Race about the Ecological Harmony and 
Universal Physical Laws. (See the Chronicles of the Dogon Tribe in Africa) as for the further claims of sirians who 
may have interests and you inquiry with respect to what the sirians have to gain, I can only comment from what I 
know and the only criminals that I am aware of which has scientific proof to back all of these claims are a 
draconian faction originating from e-bootis system of draco, the other criminals are traitor andromedians, traitor 
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pelasgians, traiter cronians, the greys reptoid beings of the vrill are the genetic creation of the reptiles, other 
criminals I know of are the nephliem of aganta and the frightening deros race who is also a hybridic race from 
ebootis. which are positioned below the crust of the earth.....I will be making a second part to my pituitary 
monitoring video shortly hoping to release today will explain more details on the proof we have.as for anunaki, 
and all of these other races stated by the new age are probably other manipulated names for the above characters 
go by many names in order to cast confusion here 

November 3 at 10:27am · Like · 2 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core im not sure what you were inquiring on the second question phillipe, I know that all of the 
looting of gold on the planet is sent directly to china through the instructions of HONG lodges OTO who are the 
head of the snake which command alll of the idiot masons here in northamerica, the AOA London, and Europe 
Africa What China does is not to interfere in the internal affairs of African countries. China gives billions to the 
current straw-man dictator, feed him till he passes out in cash and gold, giving him the free to slaughter, to 
genocide, to plunder as long he (strawman) leaves China to build infrastructure exploitations. Already from the 
Treasuries of all States, Gold has disappeared (and from the “Bank of Greece” and from “Fort Knox” of USA 
because it is believed that is being carried to Switzerland for safekeeping. Indeed the Gold was carried to 
Switzerland but not for keeping. To what really happened to the Global Gold Reserves was answered by Hellenes 
that worked in the city of Sion (Zion), close to the same-name mountain of Switzerland. Those, and also non-
Hellenes residents of the area, are eye-witnesses of strange night courses from powerful sources of light that 
travel frequently from the top of Mount Sion towards nowhere, with enormous speeds. 
 
NOTE: The mount Sion is filled with caves and treasuries of the Swiss Banks. Correlate the above with city BASEL 
= Kingdom (of God) of Switzerland as a Base of Zionists Sessions. 
 
The above felony of the Gold Reserves robbery has as a consequence that in any given moment the Zionists can 
cause a Global Economic Crash, because the bank-notes in circulation, and especially Dollar, are useless papers of 
Governmental fraud in all the States, because they don’t have as an exchange some valuable – indestructible 
metal “to be paid during the display of the present bank-note” as falsely is written on all the bank-notes in 
circulation of the literally non-existent and …ALLEGED AS existent exchange of the …currency. 
 
Now about the non-explained courses “Sion Switzerland – Space” that explain the disappearance of Earth’s 
valuable metals, those are also reported into common ufology magazines of the mainstream, were Swiss favorite 
(chosen) people of the Spacelings, have with them: “Encounters of the Third Kind” in Mount Sion of Switzerland, 
obviously to exchange Lunar and Swiss …cheese. 
 
We also add that the doctrine of “Ανταναιρέσεως – Departure of the Moon” is a basic Mystical Doctrine and of the 
“Holy Mount Athos” of Chalkidiki Greece, as an aftermath of the “Second Coming”. «Ο νοών νοήτο» (= A word to 
a wise man is enough) and choose position … either with the Prosecutor Universal Hierarchy or with the Accused 
Eloh-Allah-Yahweh-Jehovah in front of the Galactic and Universal Justice – Nemesis. 

November 3 at 10:47am · Like · 2 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core ellohim, eloh, allah, el, sin, jade, sina, sino, yaweh, jehovah are the same criminal so called 
professed god the fraud of niburu; are frauds of the Draconians Pseudo-olympians for the following three reasons: 
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a) Because in other messages of the Pseudo-olympians that are written in the book “Return of the Gods” of 
Kalogerakis, these beings are stating that they consist of forces from the “Local cluster of 13 galaxies”, meaning 
they are dwellers of 13 galaxies, and thus they are not dwellers of the “Planet-X or 10th Planet” of our solar 
system. We call the “Olympians Epsilon” of … the dragonian ass and their … honorary representative, in his own 
words “incarnation … of a commander-in-Chief from the constellation of Lyra” (!!!), ex-General Kalogerakis, to 
state us when they tell lies and when they tell the truth. 
 
b) No scientist has ever written about a “10th Planet”. Modern astronomy does not know, does not assume, and 
does not suspect a presence of a “10th Planet” beyond the “9th planet” Pluto. The speculations about a “10th” 
planet beyond Pluto were artificially propagated from the “theosophical” hebrewsaxon Masonic lodges after 1976, 
and were formed in written-books signed but not created by the hebrew agent Zacharia Sitchin, about the “12th 
planet Nibiru” if we calculate the unofficial “Hephaistos” (known in hebrewsaxon astronomy as "vulcan zone") and 
the exploded “Phaethon” (known as "asteroid belt between Jupiter and Mars"), “10th and 11th accordingly, or 
about the “10th planet” in the case of not calculating Hephaistos and Phaethon. 
 
c) “Astrophysics Department” of G.H.REES has proven mathematically that the planetary harmonics (orbits) for 
each solar system cannot be higher than 12 (isododecahedron etheric geometry principle), and that the 12th 
planet, along with “Hephaistos” and “Phaethon”, lies close to the “internal” Mercury and not beyond Pluto. 
(Declared by G.H.REES as planet “Hellas” 3rd Harmonic). 

November 3 at 11:00am · Like · 2 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core the jesuits are not above hong 888 oTo, the are in conjunction with rome and the AOA of 
england europe factions of 666 which are perpurtranting the false demons of Lilith planetoids behind the moon, 
and these clowns which report directly to hong china and they work in unison hong 888 good angels of sin YHVH, 
of the moon all arch angels with nomenclature ending in IEL are criminals working in collusion to play the positive 
polarity role of good angels 

November 3 at 11:09am · Like · 1 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core This is all a set up to play one side against the other for their planned armegeddon good angels 
vs bad demons 

November 3 at 11:10am · Like · 1 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core all working toogether these maggots 
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November 3 at 11:10am · Like 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core Yes thank you phillipe...these are hard truths and science we have before us and I have 
corroborated discerned on this for long periods of time..... everything fits, there are no cracks, the end result will 
be soon if not any day...blessings brother 

November 3 at 11:21am · Like · 1 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core To answer you inquiry with respect to our sun, it is my understanding that the inner earth is 
populated by andromedian scientists of Zeus collective who fled one faction of scientist in a lab ship into the 
hollow earth to escape hostile fire forces of asmodai sins lunar cannons fire, the other factions of andromedian 
scientists the second fled to Uranus and have remained there up to now where the 3rd faction escaped through 
the central sun of sirius to alert government forces of our occupation, our physical sun is occupied still by 
draconians but they cannot escape because of the ongoing quarantine of the government staged at the outer 
planets Pluto, Uranus, Saturn and the other side of the sun to block them from escape......the inner planets Jupiter 
mercury, mars, Venus are occupied by draconian and criminal andromedian cronians. 

November 3 at 11:34am · Like · 1 

o  

 

Brett Anderson Looks like I'm in the right place :-) 

Monday at 2:37pm · Like · 1 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core welcome Brett Anderson :) 

Monday at 2:46pm · Like 
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o  

 

Brett Anderson Thanks Jewel :-) 

Monday at 2:51pm · Like · 1 

o  

 

Wagner Gonzalez Thank you Jewel! Could you tell us about the 'astronaut' gods from the Mayans? To whom 
sacrifices were possibly made? I believe Apocalypto film describes a quite plausible illustration including the moon 
eclipse trick. I just found curious we're so embedded in this calendar with the possible(?) alien influence on it's 
manufacture. 

Monday at 3:57pm · Like · 1 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core Yes Wagner, before I post what we have with respect to the TRUE Mayan perspective and not 
the false ones given to the people of the world through manipulated television shows and discovery channel of 
assholes, please read GHREES take on the true Mayans; In 1966 the Soviets recorded originating from space 
extraterrestrial messages at the observatory of Gorky, but only 3 years later in 1969, Tatiana Proskuriakov 
admitted their direct relation with the hieroglyphs of the Mayas. The cooperation of the Russians and the 
Americans in the exploration of Antarctica which was the first base of the Mayas in the planet, detached from the 
Cold War of the 60s, is continuing up until our days by forbidding the access to independent researcher and by 
concealing their findings. They spent time and huge money amounts for the study of the Mayas, both the super 
forces of the Space Era. After World War II, the study of the Mayas became a first priority for the Universities of 
Massachusetts, California, Oklahoma, Connecticut and others. Same wise in Russia, the Academy of Sciences in 
Siberia constructed a super computer which was taken as steady input the data from the Mayas texts in 
coordination of every kind of biometric, mathematical, astronomical and geographical data, and they still conceal 
the finding of this effort. It is a known story the cartography in a stone of the Dark Side of the Moon that was 
found in Gioukatan in 1950 and after the publication of this story, the rest of the facts and finding were concealed 
until today.” 
Source from from the book of Eric and Graig Umland "Mysteries from the Antiquity" 
 
The French professor of Archaeology Augustus Le Plongeon by exploring the vocabulary of the Mayas found 
archaeo-hellenic analogies in the 1/3rd of the words. He reports that although initially the Mayas were using a 
vocal alphabet, later they employed to their writings 13 hieroglyphic elements which have impressive similarity 
with the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs. 
Professor V.F.Lopez at the end of the 19th Century, by studying the official “Royal” language of the Incas found 
out impressive similarities with the Mycenae (Hellenic) Language. In his work 'Les Races Aryenes du Perou' he 
reports with details all the data that he gathered. 
In Central America close to Bimini, but and elsewhere, has been found Potteries that have identical form and 
representations with corresponding Cretan (Hellenic) Pottery of same age. The same is happening and with the 
symbols such as the (Cretan) Double – Axe. Even and some archaeo-Hellenic coins are being found some times 
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scattered in America. 
 
Follows a fragment of a very important study of Antonios Thomas Vasilakis Researcher of Pre-historic Writings with 
title “The Omphalic field of Knossos as a Global Geodetic Centre” 
http://www.kairatos.com.gr/myweb/omfaliopedonknosoy.htm 
(Use “Google Translate” to translate the complete article to your corresponding language) 
 
“… The Aztecs in their complex words for the word “God” they used the Word “Teo” (from the Hellenic Theo – 
Teos = God = a being who run with extreme speeds in space) that is also popular and in lot of toponyms. The 
most curious coincidence is in the word “Teo kalli” which means “The House of God” and is identical to the 
archaeo-Hellenic “Teou Kalias” which means “The Altar of God”. Curious is also the phrase of Mayas “Konex ‘Omon 
Panex” that is similar to the phrase “Konx Om Panx”, which was pronounced by the Hellenes in the Eleusinian 
Mysteries, with a mystical ritual that originates from Crete. The same Hellenic phrase was used by the Brahmans 
in their religious ceremonies, in the form “Kansa Om Pansa”. 
 
The writing of the Mayas is literally the ancient Cretan writing, “Linear A’”, which reached there from the big island 
of Hellas (Crete). The presence of the Hellenes is visible in the Mayas. Their painting, their sculpture, their cloths, 
all Hellenic, and particular Minoan and Mycenaean. The Mayan temples with the monolithic columns, which weight 
25 tones, are not built of course in the jungle from the native farmers, because demanded architectural, 
geometrical knowledge and surely high technology. 
Moreover they created stellar observatories and stadiums similar to the Hellenic ones. The Minoans governed the 
Mayas. The Spaniards conquerors reported, that the great imperial family of Peru, which has all the high 
postulates, spoke a special language, incomprehensible from the people, but and from translators. Maybe this 
language was Cretan? Namely the Ancient Hellenic Language? 
We know from our articles in “PATRIDA” of 4 and 5/2/1997, in the issue January 1997 of the magazine “DAVLOS”, 
but and in the issue January-March 1998 of the magazine “Archaeology and Arts” (article about the pin of the 
St.Nikolaos Museum of Crete), that the Hellenic was not only the language of “Linear B’”, but also was the 
language of “Linear A’”, even more is the language of the vocal values in the Cretan “hieroglyphs” which were 
used from the priests up until the first millennium B.C. 
 
We note here that from all the Pre-Colombian people only the Mayas “created” a system of writing and their 
language is completely different from the rest languages of the Central America and Mexico. Many words of the 
Ancient Hellenic Cretan dialect are common in the far Ancient Hindu language. For example notable is the Cretan 
type of “anaf.anton. ostis”, in the dative singular, “-otimi-“, and with catalexis that we found in the ancient Hindu, 
“-kasmin”. (Encyclopaedia Papyros - Larousse - Britannica). Many words of the Ancient Incas are identical to the 
Ancient Hellenic ones, because they have common Minoan origin. To be noted here that the French Researcher 
Pierre Honore, has discovered inscriptions with Cretan Linear Syllabus in the Shores of the Amazon, photographs 
of which have published the researcher Mertz. Jar of Cretan Origin, similar to the one that was found in Knossos, 
has been found in Bimini. Copper Cretan Double-Axes were found in Wisconsin and Ohio of USA. Similar objects 
have been found also in England…” 

 

Εκδοσεις "Καιρατος", kairatos editions, Antonis Tomas Vasilakis, Το οµφάλιο πεδίον της Κνωσού ως 
παγ 

www.kairatos.com.gr 

Στην Κρήτη τα µινωικά χρόνια σχεδόν κάθε πόλη, κάθε ανάκτορο, είχε το λατρευτικό του σπήλαιο 

Monday at 4:15pm · Like 

o  
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Jewel Del Core why are GHREES aware that the Mayas are coming from the lost planet Phaethon? 
 
Answer: That was stated by the Elders of the Mayas themselves and this has been written in books that were 
published in Greece, some pocket books they were and if I remember correctly of the same publishing house that 
published about “The Mysteries of the Moon”, and these Books particularly testify that the Elders of the Mayas 
teach to the younger ones that their original planet …(they came of course from other constellation from other 
star system), but in our solar system they had as their home planet the planet Phaethon, which lied between the 
orbits of Mars and Jupiter (today’s Asteroid Belt), a planet that was non named this way, they had some other 
name for it. 
 
[NOTE: The name “Phaethon” for the lost planet, originates from the known Hellenic Myth, for which its 
deciphering we found in the Ancient Egyptian Libraries, as a destroyed planet, described in the saved Ancient 
Hellenic texts of Timaeus/Critias: 
 
“… the tradition that is dominant in your country, namely that sometime Phaethon the son of the Sun, after he 
took the chariot of his father, because he didn’t have the capability to follow the same path with his father and he 
set fire over the earth and he was stroke by a thunder and died, this is said as a myth, but the reality is the 
“parallax” of the wandered around earth celestial bodies and the destruction from the abundant of fire, during long 
period of time, of the over the earth living beings.” 
Plato – Timaeus 22d ] 
 
So they report, these Elders of the Mayas, that was asked (by the Dragonians) to their ancestors, who were 
residents of Phaethon, to participate to the mining of the Titanium, which was the metal with greater percentage 
between the metals of Phaethon. The Mayas refused, and moreover they refused and any other mining from 
strangers (spacefaring Dragonians) by putting obstacles to them. So, finally they (the Dragonians) who wanted 
badly the entire Titanium reserves from Phaethon, judged that would be easier for them to take it by blowing 
Phaethon to fragments, in order afterwards for their ships to be capable to capture those smaller fragments 
(asteroids), and to cast them piece – by piece, as they rotated around the Sun in the Asteroid belt. Namely, the 
planet is now fragmented completely, and is scattered around the Sun (some parts were dropped into the Sun) 
and today this thing is named by the astronomers, “ASTEROID BELT” (Between the planets Mars and Jupiter). 
Moreover many of these fragments from the destruction of Phaethon, from this planetary scale mega-crime of the 
cancerous Dragonians, dropped to the Sun, to other planets, AND also to Earth as “Rain – Storm of big Asteroids” 
and provoked great disasters to the Fauna and Flora of Earth. 
 
[ See the above mentioned deciphering of the “Phaethon Myth” from the Egyptian Hieratic Files towards the 
Athenian lawmaker Solon, a deciphering of the myth that was recordered to the saved text of “Timaeus/Critias” 
which must be urgently studied from all the Hellenes together with “Hesiod’s Theogony” and “Ogygia” of the 
Ancient and Prehistoric Hellenic Chronicles, because these are the Hellenic Holy Scriptures, as some of them were 
saved from the fury of destruction of hebrewmongol religious priesthoods.] 

Monday at 4:20pm · Like 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core How is emerging the SELLENES from the TELLENES of the Mayas? 
 
Answer: Since the Mayas report that the ancient name of their Hellenic “Gods” was “TELLENES”, this fact is 
coming to 100% confirm the G.H.REES diagnose, that the name HELLENES is evolved fro...See More 

Monday at 4:20pm · Like 

o  
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Jewel Del Core In the area of the ancient graveyard, today’s Garitsa, was found in 1846 a sepulchral stele. 
The ancient inscription is dated at the end of the 7th Century B.C. and was constructed over the grave of 
Arniadas. 
It is engraved an inscription in boustrofidon aggregation, that glorifies, in a fingerhexameter, the heroic death of 
Arniadas in a battle near ships in the shores of the river Arachthos, in which Arniadas was excellent in combat 
virtue. 

Monday at 4:22pm · Like 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core Blog’s Answer to some assholes that are posing as allegedly genuine mayas descendants in 
International forums, by accusing the Mayas elders in Guatemala, and by promoting Doom's-Day scenarios and 
the SinoZionistic Armageddon. 
 
The only hoax-mayan wannabee here is the hebrewsaxon doom-lover bibletard user with the name "Mayan Child" 
(read: pseudo-MayanChild) resident of USA. 
Yes there was a Spaniard genocidal campaign against the ancient Mayas, but Modern Mayas still live today in 
Guatemala, and are anthropologically and ethnologically descendants of the Ancient Mayas. Their elders are 
aristocratically elected by a council of wise men and are keeping for hundreds of years their Ancestors Oral 
Tradition, their Calendars, their Customs, their rituals, their habits, and their civilization remnants of the ancient 
civilization of the Mayas. 
And with this ancient tradition they kept and the true prophecy of the Ancient Mayas about 2011. And it is this 
that was described by the blog’s Hellen and Chaos. 
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2011/01/end-of-hebrewsaxon-armageddonology.html 
Namely, the end of the Dragonian current NWO Dark Occupation and the return of the "STAR-CHILDS" Ancestors 
from Pleiades and Andromeda, the men of Wisdom. 
That's why the hebrewsaxons "elite" are so panicked and they announce through SETI in "Pravda" and through 
the British Academy of Sciences that the forthcoming will be "HOSTILE". They are panicked as hell. 
President Obama ran for cover inside the Bunker Alice-2012 with the Norway-Spiral excercise. 
I Say: No Bunker is gonna save them. Every current terran matter of the 1st Dimension (3rd Real) is completely 
transparent for the netrino-naser detectors and for the netrino concentrated directed energy weapons of the 
forthcoming MEN OF WISDOM - ANDROMEDIAN JUDGES. 
 
Mayas: According to the statements of the Mayans Elders themselves, the Mayas are former residents of the 
destroyed by the Dragonians planet Phaethon (today asteroid's belt), who originally came from the Pleiades star 
cluster. Their advanced Star-Alligned Calendar knowledge was given to them by those star-childs ancestors who 
promised their return for the inspection of Earth on 12 baktun and 13 ahau (28 October 2011). 
 
Read Also: 
The Maya Today: 
http://www.criscenzo.com/jaguarsun/mayanow.html 

 

HELLEN and CHAOS - G.H.REES Andromedian Portal True Geostrategics & Astrostrategics: The end of 
the. 
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hellenandchaos.blogspot.com 

All truths pass through three phases. First it is ridiculed. Second it is violen...See More 

Monday at 4:23pm · Like · 1 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po6SL6KaMJ0 

 

2012 The Real Maya Prophecy - The world will not end 

www.youtube.com 

http//:www.UnityFilm.com Directed by Cassidy Rast. 2012 Maya Prophecy. A sneak p...See More 

Monday at 4:26pm · Like 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwysQiRaRgE 
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True Mayan Elder's Prediction of 2012 

www.youtube.com 

A Mayan Elder gives the inside prediction of the ending wheels of the Mayan calendar on dec 2012 

Monday at 4:26pm · Like 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hR7sgQIng 

 

YouTube 

www.youtube.com 

Share your videos with friends, family, and the world 

Monday at 4:27pm · Like 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core Elders of the Mayas about the “Apocalyptic” scenarios concerning 2012: 
 
“We believe that many people were talking using our name before, but now we have the opportunity to speak (in-
person for us)” 
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Do you have a message that you wish to send to humani...See More 

 

2012: The True Mayan Prophecy documentary, presented by Westword 

microapp.westword.com 

Monday at 4:28pm · Like · 1 

o  

 

Wagner Gonzalez Thank you Jewel. Quite cryptic, almost hermetic. Time to digest now :) Just a thought about 
the so called criminals. Jason Kephas wrote recently that it's not about us and them but about us and 'it'. I prefer 
to understand that we're all being healed, including 'it'. Σας ευχαριστώ! 

Monday at 5:44pm · Like 

o  

 

Shamb Hala The environmental overload is being increased at a precipitous rate through excessive land clearing, 
uncontrollable forest fires,the reduction in the quality of light reaching the Earth's surface due to atmospheric 
pollution, and the saturation of all living things, down to the smallest cellular organisms, by the cocktail of 
electromagnetic emissions known as electrosmog. This undoubtedly has a disturbing effect on the bio-electric and 
biomagnetic information that controls the proper functioning of the cells' delicate metabolism, which in aggregate 
leads to physical disorder and abnormality. Not only does this affect our physical well-being, but also our 
behaviour and mental abilities, thus inaugurating a decline in morals and the capacity to think creatively. 
According to Viktor Schauberger a brain, whose physical constitution and intellectual power has thus been 
corrupted, would be incapable of comprehending Nature's causal dynamic interdependencies. 

2 hours ago · Like · 2 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core Very well put Shamb Hala, I would agree entirely with your synopsis. This has indeed been the 
case, the cells/organisms have been infected to a level of abnormality which in turn bring us into disharmonious 
levels through the reversal of polarity which cause the organism to ultimately become disrupted and sickened to 
significant levels of dysfunction. 
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about an hour ago · Like · 1 

o  

 

Raven Warveen so wat is the Cure? to the Cellular Organism's abnormality ? 

about an hour ago · Like · 1 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core The cure is in the restoration of Universal Law in accordance with the Universal Organism, 
nothing in excess and a return to nature. Removal of cancerous cells which are the cause which leads to the effect 
of what we are facing. I will post the first video I made explaining the Universal Organism and how it functions 
just as our bodies do. 

54 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXZj53z5d84&feature=plcp 

 

THE UNIVERSAL ORGANISM -z-]+[-s- 

www.youtube.com 

The following video is a complete basic Overview of the Intelligent Universal Or...See More 

54 minutes ago · Like · 1 
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o  

 

Raven Warveen Laws and against Laws.. amazing .. hermetic philosophy 

53 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  

 

Raven Warveen gee thanks doc... ;) 

53 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xPMAGhd6gjw&feature=channel&list=UL 

 

THE CAUSE ~ THE EFFECT z-]+[-s- 

www.youtube.com 

The video outlines the current struggle we all face as a collective on earth wit...See More 

53 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  
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Jewel Del Core This one outlines how matter is created and outlines the creation of the dodecahedral through 
the moving ether and into physical forms of active and non active stellation of matter in accordance to the laws 
that govern the physical Universal Organism 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ON0YQhCD8AQ&feature=channel&list=UL 

 

THE UNIVERSAL -z-]+[-s- PRINCIPLE (LAW) 

www.youtube.com 

The following video outlines the creation of the dodecahedral through the moving...See More 

50 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  

 

Raven Warveen wow cool 

49 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core ;) enjoy 

48 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  
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Raven Warveen so these are the gifts from Andromedan's or you.. through you these are from Andromedans.. 
?? 

47 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  

 

Shamb Hala Jewel, check out some of the videos in these playlists 
: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL08E39D960BCBBD56 

47 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  

 

Shamb Hala https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1A3FB98E83228C59 

47 minutes ago · Like 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core they are translations that I have done from the works of GHREES Group of Hellenic Re 
establishment and restoration, they are received through Neutrino Naser beam technology and not 
channeled....this is conveyed from true andromedian governmental forces stationed at Saturn awaiting imminent 
removal of the cancers/ occupiers of our planet 

44 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core thank you shamb I will look at them :) 

44 minutes ago · Like · 1 
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o  

 

Raven Warveen wow cool.. thank again Jewel ... 

42 minutes ago · Like 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core behold the cancer with impending removal and antibody 
arriving;http://www.facebook.com/notes/jewel-del-core/deep-infultration-into-sino-zionist-lodges-the-complete-
armagedon-plan-of-dracon/2267751388131 

DEEP INFULTRATION INTO SINO - ZIONIST LODGES - THE COMPLETE ARMAGEDON PLAN OF 
DRACONIAN YHVH, METATRON, ASMODAI, SIN, SION, 

Deep infiltration into Sino-Zionist's lodges PART 12   Below is a fraction of w...See More 

By: Jewel Del Core 

40 minutes ago · Like · 2 

o  

 

Jewel Del Core http://www.facebook.com/notes/jewel-del-core/restored-etymologies-of-the-hellenic-words-
theos-god-and-thriskeia-religion/2136068856150 

RESTORED ETYMOLOGIES OF THE HELLENIC WORDS "THEOS" (GOD) AND "THRISKEIA" (RELIGION) 

Restored etymologies of the Hellenic words “Theós”(God) and “Thriskeia”(Religion...See More 

By: Jewel Del Core 

27 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  
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Jewel Del Core http://www.facebook.com/notes/jewel-del-core/planetary-situation-review-and-history-part-10-
ghrees-andromedian-portal-true-ge/2019869631242 

PLANETARY SITUATION REVIEW AND HISTORY PART 10 - G.H.REES Andromedian Portal True 
Geostrategics & Astrostrategics 

PLANETARY SITUATION REVIEW PART 10G.H.REES Andromedian Portal True Geostrategic...See More 

By: Jewel Del Core 

26 minutes ago · Like 

o  

 

Dana Horochowski RAINBOW WARRIORS UNITE in COVENANT 
COMMUNITIES.http://serenitystreetnews.com/uniteagapeamor.htm 
 
See you at the Earth Party. Starts when you get there. Little ROMA, Markham Ontario. 
 
The rest -RESTORE JURISDICTION to First Nations and we shall be fre...See More 

11 minutes ago · Like · 1 

o  

 

Mattyy Fas-anator You lose, JewelxD 

3 minutes ago via mobile · Like 

o  
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Jewel Del Core and this means what 
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"10000 times stronger killer of CANCER than Chemo .."do share it ..can save many lives ,fill up hopes and build 
confidence in the patients...  

 
The Sour Sop 

 or the fruit from the graviola tree is a miraculous natural cancer cell killer 10,000 times stronger than Chemo.  
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Why are we not aware of this ?Its because some big corporation want to make back their money spent on years 
of research by trying to make a synthetic version of it for sale.  

 
So ,since you know it now you can help a friend in need by letting him know or just drink some sour sop juice 

yourself as prevention from time to time .The taste is not bad after all .It’s completely natural and definitely has 
no side effects .If you have the space ,plant one in your garden.  

The other parts of the tree are also useful.  
 

The next time you have a fruit juice ,ask for a sour sop.  
 

How many people died in vain while this billion-dollar drug maker concealed the secret of the miraculous Graviola 
tree?  

 
This tree is low and is called graviola  !in Brazi l ,guanabana in Spanish and has the uninspiring name “soursop” in 

English .The fruit is very large and the subacid sweet white pulp is eaten out of hand or ,more commonly ,used to 
make fruit drinks ,sherbets and such.  

 
The principal interest in this plant is because of its strong anti -cancer effects .Although it is effective for a number 

of medical conditions ,it is its anti tumor effect that is of most interest .This plant is a proven cancer remedy for 
cancers of all types.  

 
Besides being a cancer remedy ,graviola is a broad spectrum antimicrobial agent for both bacterial and fungal 

infections ,is effective against internal parasites and worms ,lowers high blood pressure and is used for depression ,
stress and nervous disorders.  

 
If there ever was a single example that makes it dramatically clear why the existence of Health Sciences Institute 

is so vital to Americans like you ,it’s the incredible story behind the Graviola tree..  
 

The truth is stunningly simple :Deep within the Amazon Rainforest grows a tree that could literally revolutionize 
what you ,your doctor ,and the rest of the world thinks about cancer treatment and chances of survival .The 

future has never looked more promising.  
 
Research shows that with extracts from this miraculous tree it now may be possible to:  

 *Attack cancer safely and effectively with an all-natural therapy that does not cause extreme nausea ,weight loss 
and hair loss 

 *Protect your immune system and avoid deadly infections  
 *Feel stronger and healthier throughout the course of the treatment  

 *Boost your energy and improve your outlook on life  
 

The source of this information is just as stunning :It comes from one of America ‘s largest drug manufacturers ,th !
e fruit of over 20 laboratory tests conducted since the 1970's !What those tests revealed was nothing short of 

mind numbing… Extracts from the tree were shown to:  
 

 *Effectively target and kill malignant cells in 12 types of cancer ,including colon ,breast ,prostate ,lung and 
pancreatic cancer..  

 *The tree compounds proved to be up to 10,000 times stronger in slowing the growth of cancer cells than 
Adriamycin ,a commonly used chemotherapeutic drug!  

 *What’s more ,unlike chemotherapy ,the compound extracted from the Graviola tree selectivelyhunts  
down and kills only cancer cells ..It does not harm healthy cells!  

 
The amazing anti-cancer properties of the Graviola tree have been extensively researched–so why haven’t you 

heard anything about it ?If Graviola extract is  
 

One of America ‘s biggest billion-dollar drug makers began a search for a cancer cure and their research centered 
on Graviola ,a legendary healing tree from the Amazon Rainforest.  

 
Various parts of the Graviola tree–including the bark ,leaves ,roots ,fruit and fruit-seeds–have been used for 

centuries by medicine men and native Indi !ans in S outh America to treat heart disease ,asthma ,liver problems 
and arthritis .Going on very little documented scientific evidence ,the company poured money and resources into 

testing the tree’s anti-cancerous properties–and were shocked by the results .Graviola proved itself to be a cancer-
killing dynamo.  
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But that’s where the Graviola story nearly ended.  
 

The company had one huge problem with the Graviola tree–it’s completely natural ,and so ,under federal law ,not 
patentable .There’s no way to make serious profits from it.  

 
It turns out the drug company invested nearly seven years trying to synthesize two of the Graviola tree’s most 

powerful anti-cancer ingredients .If they could isolate and produce man-made clones of what makes the Graviola 
so potent ,they’d be able to patent it and make their money back. Alas ,they hit a brick wall .The original simply 

could not be replicated .There was no way the company could protect its profits–or even make back the millions it 
poured into research.  

 
As the dream of huge profits evaporated ,their testing on Graviola came to a screeching halt .Even worse ,the 

company shelved the entire project and chose not to publish the findings of its research!  
 

Luckily ,however ,there was one scientist from the Graviola research team whose conscience wouldn’t let him see 
such atrocity committed .Risking his career ,he contacted a company that’s dedicated to harvesting medical plants 

from the Amazon Rainforest and blew the whistle.  
 
Miracle unleashed 

When researchers at the Health Sciences Institute were alerted to the news of Graviola, !they be gan tracking the 
research done on the cancer-killing tree .Evidence of the astounding effectiveness of Graviola–and its shocking 

cover-up–came in fast and furious….  
 

….The National Cancer Institute performed the first scientific research in 1976 .The results showed that Graviola’s 
sllec tnangilam gniyortsed dna gnikcatta ni evitceffe dnuof erew smets dna sevael”.ylbacilpxenI “ ,the results were 

published in an internal report and never released to the public… 
 

….Since 1976 ,Graviola has proven to be an immensely potent cancer killer in 20 independent laboratory tests ,yet 
no double-blind clinical trials–the typical benchmark mainstream doctors and journals use to judge a treatment’s 

value–were ever initiated….  
 

….A study published in the Journal of Natural Products ,following a recent study conducted at Catholic University 
of South Korea stated that one chemical in Graviola was found to selectively kill colon cancer cells at “10,000 times 

the potency of )the commonly used chemotherapy drug (Adriamycin…”  
 

….The most significant part of the Catholic University of South Korea report is that Graviola was shown to 
selectively target the cancer cells ,leaving healthy cells untouched .Unlike chemotherapy ,which indiscriminately 

targets all actively reproducing cells )such as stomach and hair cells( ,causing the often devastating side effects of 
nausea and hair loss in cancer patients.  

 
 xis gnoma sllec recnac dellik eert aloivarG eht morf sevael taht dnuof yltnecer ytisrevinU eudruP ta yduts A…

human cell lines and were especially effective against prostate ,pancreatic and lung cancers Seven years of silence 
broken–it’s finally here"!  

From breakthrough cancer and heart research and revolutionary Amazon Rainforest herbology to world -leading 
anti -aging research and nutritional medicine ,every monthly Health Sciences Institute Member’s Alert puts in your 

hands today cures the rest of America –including your own doctor (!)–is likely to find out only ten years from now.  
 
 :Sources/Source/com.informaticsoutsourcing//:http 
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☆҉☆⁀➹‿҉☼♥✿☆*❤ Sharing  =illuminating  
)¯`♥¯´(  
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